


The Micro and Micro 9 families put 

power and Kimber dependability 

in a classic, compact package. 

Additional .380 models join the 

Micro CDP with features to meet 

any need or aesthetic.

Starting at 13.4 oz., Micro 

pistols feature a thumb 

safety, smooth single action 

trigger and are Lasergrip 

compatible.

The Micro CDP of ers Kimber 

3-dot tritium night sights, 

Carry Melt™ treatment on 

frame and slide, and front 

strap checkering.

New for 2016, the Micro 

Stainless 9mm takes 

compact and powerful 

to the next level.  With 6 

round or extended 7 round 

magazines, Micro 9 sets the 

bar for classic, compact and 

elegant protection.

M A DE  I N  A MER IC A W H A T  A L L  G U N S  S H O U L D  B E
T M

©2016, Kimber Mfg., Inc. All rights reserved. Information and specif cations are for reference only and subject to change without notice.

(888) 243-4522

kimberamerica.com

Kimber Micro .380 & Micro 9mm.
light. compact. powerful.



L E T

I N VA D E

X T R  I I™

1-5X24MM

The durable new XTR II low-mag 
rifl escopes give you the immediate advantage 

of lightning-fast, close-quarter target 
acquisition at a price that’s spot on.

BURRISOPTICS.COM

YOUR

acquisition at a price that’s spot on.

BurrisOptics.com/Ballistics
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Hunt S.M.A.R.T.
Impressive enough 

to deserve their own 

acronym, AR pistols—

or Small, Modular, 

Accurate, Repeating 

Tools—are a wise choice 

for modern hunters.

D. Faubion

Sights Vs. Red Dot Reflex 
Sights Vs. Riflescopes
These commonly used sighting 

systems have advantages and 

disadvantages. Each hunter must 

decide which is best for the con-

ditions he will experience.

Layne Simpson

Lightweight Hunter
Lightweight is sometimes a derog-

atory term, but not in the case of 

Savage’s Model 16 Lightweight 

Hunter.

Steve Gash

Sanctified
Stoeger’s M3020 semiautomatic 

shotgun proved itself in the 

make-it-or-break-it dove fields of 

Cordoba, Argentina.

Brad Fitzpatrick

Composite Stock King
McMillan is one of America’s pre-

mier stockmakers, and these 

updated designs help shooters 

make the most of each shot.

Joseph von Benedikt

Quick Shot
Walther PPS M2
The new, updated PPS M2 has 

a push-button-style magazine 

release, a restyled frame and slide, 

and a short-reset trigger.

Jake Edmondson

Quick Shot
Weaver Grand Slam
MultiStop 4-16X 44mm
Weaver’s MultiStop turret system 

lets the user build a custom bal-

listic turret and then reconfigure 

it for different loads and firearms.

Jake Edmondson

Quick Shot
Gun Storage Solutions
Rifle Rods Kits
Made in the U.S., the Gun Storage 

Solutions Rifle Rods storage system 

allows you to increase the capac-

ity of your gun safe substantially.

Jake Edmondson



N I N E  P O P U L A R  M O D E L S ,  O N E  V E R S A T I L E  L I N E

The 100% American-made Ruger American Rifle®, an engineering innovation from  

America’s leading firearms manufacturer, is now offered in calibers ranging from .204 Ruger  

to .300 Win. Mag. Each Ruger American Rifle® model features Power Bedding ® integral  

bedding blocks for outstanding accuracy, a Ruger Marksman Adjustable™ trigger with  

adjustable pull weight and a three-lug bolt with a 70 degree throw for smooth, easy cycling  

from the shoulder. The Ruger American Rifle® combines the rugged reliability of Ruger’s 

past with the award-winning ingenuity featured in so many of Ruger’s new products.

Ruger American Rifle®

All-Weather®
Ruger American Rifle® All-Weather ® Compact

Ruger American Rifle®

Ruger American Rifle® Compact

Ruger American Rifle® Left-Handed
Ruger American Rifle® Predator

Ruger American Rifle® Ranch A N  A M E R I C A N  L E G E N D 
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Flawless performance on the range 

or at the ready. With its lightweight polymer 

frame, thin profile, and ramped 3.2” barrel, 

the Taurus Millennium® G2 is the perfect 

Everyday Gun™—at an unbeatable price.

Available in 9mm Luger or 40 S&W

Ideal for concealed carry

Proven performance

Picatinny accessory rail MIL-STD-1913

Adjustable rear sight

Taurus Security System®

TaurusUSA.com
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Glock Conversion: 
9x23 Winchester
Glock pistols come in many different 

calibers, but there are some powerful 

semiauto rounds that aren’t available 

from the factory. The 9x23 Winchester 

round is one of them. Check out our 

conversion here.

shootingtimes.com/

9x23-winchester-conversion

Nikon M-223 BDC 
Scope Review
If you’re looking for a reasonably priced 

optic for your AR, the Nikon M-223 with 

a ballistic drop compensator reticle might 

be just what you need. Check out our 

review for all of the details.

shootingtimes.com/nikon-m223-scope
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 Step Up Attributes

n   Spiral Fluted Nicorr™ Barrel
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  Charging Handle

  Sling Mount
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I LIKE THE NEW “HIPSHOTS” BACK PAGE IN SHOOTING TIMES, AND I

enjoyed the information about “Cockeyed” Frank Loving. In a similar tale, 

a distant uncle of mine, Johnny Boyette, killed Warren Earp, the young-

est of the Earp clan, in a Wilcox saloon two days after the Fourth of July 

in 1900. Women, whiskey, and gunpowder again.

Wyatt showed up later but let the matter rest. Johnny died of 

old age as a ranch manager in Texas.

Tom Spanos

Via e-mail

Useful Advice
In “The Reloader” column in the February issue, Lane Pearce provided 

a clear and useful description of the process of forming .25-20 cases from 

.32-20 cases. I have not seen this process detailed anywhere else, and I 

suspect it dates from the heyday of “wildcatting.”

I believe that this procedure will help to improve the success rate for form-

ing Savage .22 Hi-Power cases from .30-30. I am aware that the traditional 

parent case is the .25-35, but they are even harder to find than .22 Hi-Power.

While the age of “wildcat” cartridges is largely behind us, there is a need 

to keep alive the basics and details of producing cases from other cases. 

In this age of ammunition shortages, if you shoot an out-of-the-ordinary 

cartridge, cases are likely to be hard to find, expensive, or both. It would 

therefore be useful if Shooting Times could run articles a few times a year 

providing details on how to form cases and other useful “tricks” from the 

past. Reruns of old columns and lists of old publications would also be useful.

Philip Brown

Melbourne, Australia

An Inexpensive Fix
Reading Mr. Murphy’s recent e-mail was 

quite interesting. Some time ago when I 

began having chambering problems with 

my 6mm-284, I realized that my neck-sizing 

had created a very slight amount of nega-

tive headspace with my cases. After a bit 

of research, I learned that I needed to full-

length size and set back the shoulder.

To measure and set back the shoulder, I 

used a spent pistol cartridge case turned 

upside down to fit over the neck of the 

6mm case and stop on the shoulder. By 

using my caliper to measure the overall 

length of this combination of cases, I was 

able to get a benchmark length to a spot 

on the shoulder.

This allowed the adjustment of the 

full-length 6mm sizing die to bump the 

shoulder back 0.001 to 0.002. This very 

inexpensive fix solved the problem quite 

nicely, and hopefully, it will work for others 

who encounter a similar problem.

John Steinmeyer

Via e-mail

.17-223 Sako Rifle
I cannot tell you how much I enjoyed 

and appreciated the kind words that 

Dennis E. Schwettmann had to say 

about gunsmith Willie Jarvis in the 

February “Readers Speak Out” sec-

tion. Arther [Willie] Jarvis was my 

father, and he died in May 2013 at the 

age of 84, but I can tell Mr. Schwettmann 

that my father would have recalled with a 

grin on his face the threading, chamber-

ing, and fitting of his barrel to his action 

because Dad’s mind was sharp right up to 

the end of his life. I now have his gunsmith-

ing tools, and, yes, the reamer that cut 

Mr. Schwettmann’s chamber is still there 

with all of the other reamers and tools my 

father left me. And, yes, the tools are still 

being used.

Thank you, Dennis, for taking the time 

to recall and share with us your .17-223 

Sako rifle.

Chris Jarvis

El Cajon, CA



The Trijicon RMR
®

Nothing else comes close.

CONCAVE SHAPE
directs force of impact
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7075 FORGED

ALUMINUM HOUSING
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EASY ADJUSTABLE 

WINDAGE/ELEVATION

no special tools required

SUPERIOR LENS QUALITY

MULTI-COATED LENSES

PROVIDE SUPERIOR CLARITY 

& LIGHT TRANSMITTING
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VERSATILE
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Burris Modular Adjustment Dial
Burris has developed a new Modular 

Adjustment Dial (M.A.D.) windage and ele-

vation system that allows shooters to switch 

between competition-style exposed knobs 

or capped adjustments in either Mil or MOA. 

The M.A.D. system is available on select XTR 

II and Veracity riflescope models. New knobs 

can be added for different loads, and a Zero 

Click Stop feature is standard.

MSRP: Not available at presstime

burris.com

Bushnell Trophy Xtreme Binoculars
Bushnell’s new Trophy Xtreme binoculars 

have BaK-4 porro prisms; fully multicoated 

lenses; 100-percent waterproof/fog-proof 

construction; three-step twist-up eyecups; 

large center-focus knobs; and textured 

nonglare, nonslip rubber armor housings. 

Three models are offered: 8X56, 10X50, 

and 12X50.

MSRP: $179.99 to $249

bushnell.com

Leupold VX-3i Riflescopes
The “i” in Leupold’s new VX-3i stands for “improved,” and the line has 

several new features that Leupold says make them the ideal hunting scopes. 

The power selector ring is larger and easier to grasp and turn. Inside is the 

Twilight Max Light system that improves light transmission in all colors, 

especially in the blue and red portions of the spectrum for better low-

light performance. The lenses have blackened edges to reduce diffusion 

and glare and improve resolution and contrast. Lenses have the scratch-

resistant DiamondCoat2 external coatings. Fifteen models are offered, 

ranging from 1.5-5X to 6.5-20X.

MSRP: $519.99 to $1,169.99

leupold.com

Meopta ZD 6-24X 56mm RD Riflescope
The new 30mm ZD 6-24X 56mm RD rifle-

scope is designed for precision long-range 

shooting and features the new MilDot II 

RD illuminated reticle, which is located in 

the second focal plane and is calibrated 

for target estimation in standard calibers 

(7.62 NATO, .308 Win., .338 Win. Mag., and 

12.7mm). The reticle has seven intensity 

settings with intermediate “Off” positions. 

The scope also features MeoTrak II posi-

click windage and elevation turrets with 

1/4 MOA click adjustments, MeoBright lens 

coatings, MeoQuick fast-focus eyepiece, and 

MeoShield ion-assisted coating.

MSRP: $2,069.99

meoptausa.com

Nightforce 4-14X 50mm F1 Riflescope
The new SHV 4-14X 50mm F1 is the 

company’s first SHV scope with the reticle 

located in the first focal plane. The scope 

features intelligent reticles with illumina-

tion that turns off between each of the 11 

brightness settings, side parallax adjust-

ment, and an exposed elevation turret with 

ZeroSet. It has 90 MOA of elevation adjust-

ment and 70 MOA of windage. Maintube 

diameter is 30mm.

MSRP: $1,290

nightforceoptics.com



HEAVY-DUTY 3-GUN 

COMPETITION BAG

A bag as specialized as the sport of 3-gun itself. 

Featuring multiple compartments to secure your 

rifl e, pistol, shotgun, magazines, ammo and an 

array of accessories. Only from Uncle Mike’s.

UNCLEMIKES.COM/3-GUN

©2016
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New Optics for 2016

Second Focal Plane ReticleFirst Focal Plane Reticle

Nikon First Focal Plane Riflescopes
The biggest news from Nikon for 2016 is 

the addition of a first-focal plane (FFP) opti-

cal system in select Monarch 3 and ProStaff 

5 models that offers a constant rangefinding 

capability of the BDC reticle regardless of 

the scope’s magnification setting. All have 

side focus. The Monarch 3 FFP line offers 

3-12X and 4-16X scopes, and the ProStaff 

5 line has 4-16X and 4.5-18X scopes.

MSRP: $359.95 to $629.95

nikonsportoptics.com

SIG SAUER OSCAR3 Spotting Scopes
SIG’s new OSCAR3 mini spotting scope 

features advanced electronic image stabi-

lization technology. As such, no tripod is 

required. The proprietary SIG Optic Stabi-

lizer system is gyroscopically stabilized to 

cancel out unwanted shaking and vibra-

tions that can blur an image. Its small size 

and extended ranging capabilities make 

the OSCAR3 ideal for backpacking, hunt-

ing, and wildlife and sports observation; 

law enforcement; and military reconnais-

sance. Two models are offered: 6-12X (5.3 

inches long) and 10-20X (6.7 inches long).

MSRP: $499.99 to $599.99

sigoptics.com

Steiner HX Binoculars
The new HX binocular line includes 8X42, 

10X42, 10X56, and 15X56 models. Features 

include Fast-Close-Focus that minimizes the 

rotation of the focusing wheel, ergonomic 

eyecups, Nano-Protection hydrophobic 

molecular lens coating, and N2 Injection 

waterproofing. The rubber-coated poly-

carbonate frame withstands up to 11 Gs 

of impact.

MSRP: $919.99 to $1,499.99

steineroptics.com

Trijicon AccuPower Riflescopes
The new AccuPower line includes 1-4X, 2.5-10X, 3-9X, and 4-16X rifle-

scopes that have battery-powered illuminated reticles instead of fiber-optic 

technology. Each scope has 11 brightness settings with “Off” options 

between each setting, aircraft-grade aluminum housings, and fast-focus 

eyepieces. All of the new AccuPower scopes are waterproof to 10 feet and 

dry-nitrogen filled to eliminate fogging.

MSRP: $699 to $999

trijicon.com

Zeiss Victory V8 1.1-8X 30mm Riflescope
The new Victory V8 1.1-8X riflescope with illuminated reticle features 

a 30mm tube, 3.74 inches of eye relief, a 130-foot field of view at 100 

meters when set on 1.1X, the highest-quality glass, and innovative ergo-

nomics. It’s excellent for dangerous-game hunting, 3-Gun competition, 

personal defense, and law enforcement. It weighs 21.2 ounces and is 

11.9 inches long.

MSRP: $2,888

zeiss.com
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 Q: I RECENTLY INHERITED A COLT .22 ACE PISTOL, AND I’D LIKE TO

know more about it. I read somewhere that Colt made the Ace for 

only about 10 years prior to World War II. My pistol’s serial number is 1XXX. 

Can one of the experts tell me when it was made and how many of these 

pistols were made?

Roger Stanford

Via e-mail

 A: There are three main variations of the .22 Ace. The first is the 

commercial Ace that was made from 1931 to 1941 and then 

briefly in 1947. A total of around 11,000 were made. The second main 

variation, the Service Model Ace, was made from 1935 to 1945, and it had 

a floating chamber that supposedly simulated the recoil effect of the .45 

ACP cartridge. Around 14,000 of those were made. The third main vari-

ation was the later Service Model Ace that was made from 1978 to 1982 

in a quantity of around 30,000. Since your pistol’s serial number does not 

have the prefix “SM,” it falls into the first variation.

Jake Edmondson

Firing Pin for Mossberg Model 320B?

 Q: I own a Mossberg Model 320B bolt-action single-shot .22 rimfire rifle, 

and the firing pin broke. Is a replacement firing pin available for my gun?

Brad Constable

Via e-mail

 A:Numrich Gun Parts Corp. has replace-

ment firing pins for your Mossberg 

Model 320B, and they currently list for 

$21.20. According to my sources, Moss-

berg used at least three different designs 

for firing pins in the Model 320B, so you’ll 

need to know what your broken firing pin 

looks like so the good folks at Numrich can 

send you the correct one.

Jake Edmondson

.303 Savage Ammunition?

 Q: I am interested in purchasing an 

old Savage 99 chambered for .303 

Savage. I hesitate to do it only because 

I don’t know how readily available .303 

Savage ammunition is. Does anyone make 

factory ammunition?

Mark Stewart

Via e-mail

 A: Like Allan Jones wrote in the May 

issue, the .303 Savage cartridge first 

appeared in 1895 for the then-new Savage 

Model 1895 lever-action rifle. The round 

was very similar to the .30-30 Winchester, 

which came on the scene at about the same 

time. The .303 Savage had few if any real-

world advantages over the .30-30, yet it 

remained Savage’s “go-to” .30-caliber 

chambering for many years. Factory-

loaded .303 Savage ammunition was 

discontinued by most of the major 

ammomakers years ago, but HSM 

(The Hunting Shack), Graf & Sons, 

and Buffalo Arms currently list 150-

grain loadings of the .303 Savage on 

their websites. Prices range from $29 to 

$32 per box.

If you purchase the Model 99, you might 

want to consider handloading the .303 

Savage once you have a batch of cases. 

Keep in mind most barrels chambered for 

.303 Savage are 0.308-inch groove diameter, 

but some are as large as 0.310 inch, requir-

ing the use of 0.311-inch bullets. Your best 

bet is to slug the bore before you buy any 

component bullets so you can get the best 

accuracy and performance out of the rifle.

Joel J. Hutchcroft

SHOOTER’S UPDATE

READERS SPEAK OUT NEW GUNS & GEAR ASK THE EXPERTS



Available in a variety of  

colors and finishes.  

Capacity: 10+1 • 9mm

MSRP: $315 (CPX-2)  

Includes two mags.

If you ever need help with your SCCY, our warranty will take care of you. Fully and 

automatically—at no charge. Breakage or damage? We’ll repair it automatically. 

Even more amazing: our exclusive Perpetual Warranty never runs out. With all 

that in mind, your choice for a sub-compact 9mm should be automatic: SCCY. 

The Semi-Auto with the
FULLY AUTOMATIC

Warranty.

S C C Y  C P X  S E R I E S  9 m m

The NEW American gun  
company founded on the radical 
idea that the customer comes frst.

1800 CONCEPT COURT, DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114

866.729.7599   |   WWW.SCCY.COM
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Featuring the 
fine crafts-

manship and 
handfitting of 

its era, the Rem-
ington Model 

14 pump-action 
rifle is a super 
brush-country 

hunting carbine.

SHOOTER’S GALLERY

THE BALLISTICIAN THE RELOADERTHE SHOOTIST

JUST OVER A CENTURY AGO, REMINGTON TASKED

a gun designer named John Pederson with engi-
neering a hunting rifle that would compete with 
Winchester’s popular lever-action rifles. The 
result was the Model 14.

Introduced in 1908, it is a slender, light-
weight little rifle that carries like a wand. 
Uniquely, it utilizes a loading gate in the rear 
portion of the magazine tube itself and has 
spiral flutes manufactured into the magazine 
tube that offset cartridges at an angle and prevent 
projectile tips from contacting the primer of the 
cartridge ahead.

Cartridges the Model 14 was chambered for are 
the .25 Remington, .30 Remington, .32 Reming-
ton, and .35 Remington. Of the four, all but the 
last are obsolete.

The Model 14 spawned several variants, including 
an 18-inch-barreled carbine version and the pistol-
caliber Model 14½. Later, the Model 14 would morph 

into the Model 141, which led to development of the 
Model 760 and then to today’s Model 7600 pump-
action rifle.

Mechanicals
In addition to the unique loading gate and 

spiral-indented magazine tube, the Model 14 
features a side-eject system. The bolt locks 

into place after the forearm is pumped. To 
unlock it, the trigger must be pulled or the bolt 

unlocked by pressing the small button in the rear of 
the bolt, which is accessed through the ejection port.

To operate a Model 14, load cartridges through the 
gate in the magazine, found between the bottom front 
of the action and the rear of the front stock. Thumb 
each one just past the halfway point, and the rim of 
the cartridge will drop into a shoulder designed to 
prevent them from shooting back out rearward when 
you withdraw your thumb. The last cartridge must be 
pushed entirely into the magazine and then smartly 
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released, whereupon it will shift rearward and into 
position to feed into the action.

To the delight of most engineers, the magazine tube 
itself moves with the stock when it is pumped, driv-
ing rearward into the action and presenting a fresh 
cartridge directly to the bolt. As the pump is thrust 
forward again, a lifter pushes the new cartridge’s base 
up the face of the bolt, sliding it underneath the mas-
sive, 0.3-inch-wide extractor.

As the cartridge slides home, the front of the bolt 
is cammed up into a locking recess in the top front 
of the action, just behind the barrel breech. Interest-
ingly, while the ejector appears to be a spring-activated 
plunger type, it is actually mechanical.

All Model 14s are of takedown design. Just unscrew 
the knurled thumb bolt at the lower left rear of the 
action and slide the two dovetailed halves of the rifle 
apart. Reassemble in reverse order.

Both sights are beautifully made. The front has a 
fine brass bead and is dovetailed into a raised sight 
block machined into the barrel. The rear is a machined 
spring steel version with a click-adjustable elevation 
wheel that raises and lowers its elevation.

Provenance
The .25 Remington Model 14 shown here belonged 

to an older gentleman that mentored me in the finer 
points of shooting during my youth. While it is in good 
functioning condition and has most of the finish left 
on the steel and stock, much of its collectible value is 
gone, courtesy of six holes drilled and tapped into the 
receiver at various places for scope mounts. Its five-digit 
serial number puts date of manufacture around 1920.

MANUFACTURER Remington

TYPE Pump-action repeater

CALIBER .25 Remington

MAGAZINE CAPACITY 4 rounds

BARREL 22 in., 1:10 twist

OVERALL LENGTH 40 in.

WEIGHT, EMPTY 6.88 lbs.

STOCK Walnut

FINISH
Blue barreled action, 
oil-finished stock

LENGTH OF PULL 13.25 in.

SIGHTS
Adjustable rear, brass bead 
front

TRIGGER 6.38-lb. pull (as tested)

SAFETY Crossbolt

MODEL 14Remington Model 14

AVAILABLE IN:

.22 cal.

.38 cal./9mm

.40 cal.

.45 cal.

.17 cal.

.22/.223 cal./5.56mm

.243 cal.

.257 cal.

.264 cal.

.270 cal./6.8mm

.308 cal./7.62mm

.338 cal.

20 ga.

12 ga.

ON YOUR MARKS...

GET SET...



The bore shows bright, crisp rifling, 
making it a great candidate for shoot-
ing and perhaps a bit of hunting. When 
attempting to build handloads by sizing 
down a double handful of .30 Reming-
ton brass to .25 caliber, I struggled to 
get the Model 14 to function. I eventu-
ally determined that the rifle won’t cycle 
pointed bullets because the magazine fol-
lower is undersized. The gun also had 
several decades of carbon fouling and 
built-up gunk.

After fieldstripping, srubbing, oiling, and putting 
it back together, the Model 14 fed and functioned my 
roundnose cast-bullet handloads perfectly.

Rangetime
As sleek and light as it is, the Model 14 feels like a 

high-quality rimfire rifle. To test its accuracy, I put 
up targets at 50 yards and fired it from a sandbag 
benchrest. As factory ammunition is very difficult 
to find and expensive, I put together handloads with 
112-grain roundnose, cast, gascheck bullets; Speer 

100-grain BTSPs; Hornady 117-grain SSTs; and Hor-
nady 117-grain InterLock RNs. The latter load proved 
to be a prescription for pure magic in the Model 14. 
It fed flawlessly and produced superb groups of less 
than an inch.

Current usefulness of the .25 Remington is lim-
ited to predators; small game; and, with careful shot 
placement at fairly close range, deer and antelope. I 
fell in love with the classy little rifle, and I’ve resolved 
to put it to work filling the freezer the next time I 
draw an antlerless mule deer or antelope tag.

50-YD.

VEL. E.S. S.D. ACC.

BULLET (TYPE) (GRS.) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (IN.)

.25 Remington

Speer 100-gr. BTSP IMR 4320 28.0 2389 128 39 1.63

Hard-cast G/C 112-gr. RNFP IMR 4320 22.6 1990 187 66 1.44

Hornady 117-gr. RN IMR 4320 28.0 2309 91 31 0.76

Hornady 117-gr. SST IMR 4320 27.0 2248 78 22 1.13

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of three, three-shot groups fired from a sandbage benchrest. 
Velocity is the average of nine rounds measured 12 feet from the gun’s muzzle.

All load data should be used with caution. Always start with reduced loads first and make 
sure they are safe in each of your guns before proceeding to the high test loads listed. Since 
Shooting Times has no control over your choice of components, guns, or actual loadings, 
neither Shooting Times nor the various firearms and components manufacturers assume any 
responsibility for the use of this data.

REMINGTON MODEL 14 ACCURACY & VELOCITY

RIPCORD®—THE FASTEST ONE-PASS BORE CLEANER. 

The molded helix core maintains pressure against your bore – and the rigid 

Nomex® surface loosens and captures more fouling in just one pass. 

That’s how Ripcord gives your fi rearm an unsurpassed cleaning in no time. 

See the Ripcord® in action at OtisTec.com/Ripcord.

S M A R T  G U N  C A R E

DONE.

Nomex® is a registered trademark of DuPont™.
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pipe. Therefore, what separates great optics from 
average optics is designing those “inside” parts so 
that they allow as much light as possible to get past 
them and to your eye.

It starts with the tube. Freshly off the machin-
ing station, it has shiny, bare metal surfaces 

inside. Errant reflections spoil fine optics, 
so the inside of the tube gets a matte black 
finish that starts the antireflection function.

All glass is not created equally. The common 
glass we use in windows contains impurities 

that can reflect light away, reducing its intensity. Fine 
optics require high-purity glass that may be spiked 
with chemicals to further control how light rays are 
directed when passing through a lens.

DURING MY WORKING CAREER, I WAS ABLE TO

commune with some truly gifted optics gurus in 
the shooting sports industry. I learned some good 
tips from them as well as gaining a better than basic 
understanding of what sports optics can and 
cannot do.

Pipes, Light, and Holes
Conventional lens-only optical systems 

cannot create more light than enters the end 
of the device facing the object. It is as simple as 
this: If you have two identical pipes, one empty and 
one with something in it, the empty one will allow 
more light to pass. However, all the goodies we need 
to make our optics work for us must go inside the 

What separates 
great optics 

from average 
ones is design-

ing the inside 
parts so that 
they allow as 
much light as 

possible to get 
past them and to 

the user’s eye.
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The Weaver optics lab shared some coatings per-
formance data with me. On a test rig that compares 
light entering the “target” end of the scope with 
light exiting the “eyeball” end, riflescopes with sin-
gle-coated lenses scored 88 out of a possible 100. 
Applying multicoating to only the two exterior lens 
surfaces increased the score to about 92. Full mul-
ticoating of every lens inside and out runs it 
up to 96, and the Weaver guys at the time 
said that score would be hard to beat at a 
consumer-friendly price.

Then we come to the elephant in the 
riflescope: the erector tube. This part 
holds the reticle and the erector lens, the 
one that lets you see the image right-side-
up. It floats between leaf springs and the 
adjustment turrets on the scope’s saddle. 
To fit inside a riflescope, as is the current 
trend, the tube must be small enough to fit 
the smallest part of the scope tube’s interior and 
still have room for adjustments. The hole though 
the erector tube becomes the choke point for light 
and the limiting factor in apparent brightness. A 
larger main tube, say 30mm, won’t pass more light 
than a 1-inch tube unless the erector tube diameter 
is also scaled up.

Lenses can be externally treated to optimize light 
transmission through a scope to the user. Optical 
coatings pertinent to most sports optics are anti-
reflection coatings. These reduce internal reflections, 
allowing more light to reach the user’s eye and less 
to bounce off in odd directions. Coatings can also 
correct apparent color so the user sees a better rep-
resentation of the colors of his target. If you look 
through a really old scope or binocular where the 
lenses were not coated, you get the impression that 
the world is grayer or at least a bit foggy. The most 
rudimentary coatings can make a huge difference 
in color rendition and make target discrimination 
easier and safer.

The oldest and simplest optical coating is mag-
nesium fluoride. It creates the distinct purple color 
you see when you look across a lens surface at an 
angle. It is cost-effective and does a decent job, so it 
is often found on entry-level optical devices. Such 
lenses are called single coated. Today, coatings can 
be much more complex, using several metal ions that 
better control internal reflection, reduce the effects 
of ultraviolet light, and render colors much more 
accurately. These are multicoated lenses and usu-
ally show flashes of green and yellow when viewed 
at an angle.

Outta Gas?

If your gas port is blocked, your shells
won’t eject.  Has a misaligned gas block
caused your action to malfunction?

The Hawkeye knows!

Gradient Lens Corporation - 800.536.0790      
www.hawkeyeshooting.com

PRECISION BORESCOPES
Designed, made and sold by precision shooters!

View by eye,
on a monitor, 
or computer.

Composite photo

Hawkeye® Borescopes
inspect firearms for defects that affect 
accuracy. Image rotation allows 360º 

examination of lands and grooves with 
the clarity of a medical endoscope.  

HS17-SHOT-KIT (Lockable metal case) $895
HS17-SHOT-AFB (In a box) $745. 



Optics Tech and Tips

Focusing the Crosshairs
The screw-adjustable rear bell of a riflescope focuses 

the crosshairs, but many people do it incorrectly. The 
right way is to wear any corrective lenses that you 

expect to wear while shooting, loosen the lock ring 
that secures the rear bell, and point the scope at a 

completely blank, light-colored surface—dis-
tance is not a factor. Focusing is inaccurate 

if there are objects or contrasting textures 
in the field of view. Hold the scope with 
a comfortable amount of eye relief and 
rotate the rear bell until the crosshairs 
appear sharp, then secure the lock ring.

Eyeglasses, Binoculars & 
Spotting Scopes

If you wear eyeglasses, you likely have already 
encountered the issue of limited field of view 

because your glasses put your eye too far from the 
scope’s “sweet spot.” In the late 1980s optics firms 
started offering devices with large exit pupils and 
longer eye reliefs—basically “wide-angle eyepieces.” 
They allow eyeglass wearers a full-field view at most 

distances. These styles are easy to spot; the eyepiece 
lens can be up to 3/4 inch in diameter. When at the 
range, you should not have to remove your safety 
glasses between shots to use a spotting scope, making 
this feature very important for spotting scopes used 
for range sessions.

Long-Range Bore-Sighting
Most of us bore-sight a riflescope at a distance of less 

than 20 yards. A longer bore-sight distance reduces 
the quantity of pricey ammo required to get on target. 
From my deck I can see a couple of large traffic signs 
atop Lewiston Hill that are 4 to 5 miles distant. Using 
them, my windage is very close to dead-on when I get 
to the shooting range.

Battery-Powered Optics
Many of us have at least one battery-powered optic, 

be it a red-dot, a holographic sight, or a scope with an 
illuminated reticle. If the battery goes dead, so does 
your shooting session. Test to see how long you can 
expect a fresh battery to last and, by all means, have 
spare batteries on your person.

G E RMA N  PREC IS I O N .

AM ER I CA N  P R I D E .

The new T-Series brings unmatched clarity, accuracy and self-assurance to 

any situation from combat to competition. German Precision, rugged U.S. 

construction, slick Never-Lost™ turrets, and new SCR and 3TR reticles 

give you the victor’s edge in CQB, mid-range or long-range shooting. New 

T5xi riflescopes. Win with pride.
STEINER-OPTICS.COM



SUPERCHARGE YOUR 

AR-15 LOWER.

SUPERCHARGE YOUR SUPERCHARGE YOUR 

AR-15 LOWER.AR-15 LOWER.AR-15 LOWER.

MASSIVE .50 CAL. PROJECTILE FOR DEVASTATING 

ENERGY TRANSFER AT MEDIUM RANGE

SUPERIOR TERMINAL PERFORMANCE WITH 

30% MORE EFFECTIVE RANGE THAN MK262

Available as upper or complete rifl e Available as upper or complete rifl e.50 BEOWULF®6.5 GRENDEL

ORDER YOURS NOW OR FIND A DEALER AT

www.alexanderarms.com

540.639.8356

SHOOT FARTHER, FLATTER, HARDER.

UNLEASH THE FULL POTENTIAL OF ANY STANDARD AR-15 LOWER.
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The new Vectan 
smokeless pow-

ders produced 
very stable 

internal ballis-
tic performance 

and fine accu-
racy in Lane’s 
handgun and 

rifle test loads.

IF YOU COUNT THE MYRIAD SMOKELESS PRO-

pellants listed in recent burn-rate charts, the number 
easily exceeds 150. Think about it: Handloaders 
should be quite satisfied with such a complete and 
diverse powder selection for reloading every car-
tridge imaginable. But we now have even more 
from which to choose.

Graf & Sons recently began importing 
more than a dozen propellants from Nobel 
Sport, a subsidiary of the French firm SNPE 
(Societe Nationale des Poudres et Explosifs). Only 
a few of the Vectan propellants are actually new to 
the American market. The others were first intro-
duced here in 1998 but are being reprised. I tested 
them extensively back in 1998.

This recent selection of Vectan products includes 
only single-base propellants, i.e., composed primar-
ily of nitrocellulose with no nitroglycerine content. 

There are three different grain shapes. Flake propel-
lants are denoted with an “A,” stick propellants by 
“Ba,” and the four monotubular rifle powders have 
the “Tubal” label. Vectan also offers several spheri-

cal, double-base propellants designated with the 
prefix “SP”; however, their supplier experi-

enced a serious production mishap in early 
2015. Graf & Sons intends to add these to its 
inventory as soon as they are available, per-

haps by the time you’re reading this column.

SHOOTER’S GALLERY
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AS

The Details
The A and Ba series are primarily intended as hand-

gun propellants. Ba10 and Ba9 are not new; Ba9½, 
7½, and 6½ are recent additions to the line. Burn rates 
for the Ba series increase as the numerical designator 
value increases, i.e., Ba10 is the fastest and best suited 
for practice or target loads. Ba9½ is marginally slower, 



Available in standard and Nosler Calibers.

NoslerRifl es.com   ■   800.285.3701

BUILT FROM 

THE BULLET UP. 
A rifl e, born of copper, lead and brass. 

Backed by a legendary name. 

And over sixty years of hunting experience.   

But we don’t make them to tell our story. 

We do it so you can write your own. 

NOSLER RIFLES. 

Built by hand. 

To see what they’ll do in yours.
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12-YD. 25-YD. 50-YD. 100-YD.

VEL. S.D. ACC. ACC. ACC. ACC.

BULLET (TYPE) (GRS.) (FPS) (FPS) (IN.) (IN.) (IN.) (IN.)

.32 ACP M1914 Mauser, 3.4-in. Barrel

Speer 60-gr. Gold Dot Ba10 1.7 825 30 2.50 ---- ---- ----

Magtech 71-gr. JHP A1 2.5 811 22 2.70 ---- ---- ----

.380 ACP Ruger LC380, 3.0-in. Barrel

Speer 90-gr. Gold Dot AS 2.8 920 25 1.90 ---- ---- ----

9mm Luger Beretta M51 Brigadier, 4.5-in. Barrel

Sierra 115-gr. JHC Ba9 5.5 1095 12 ---- 3.10 ---- ----

Hornady 124-gr. HP XTP Ba9 5.0 1026 11 ---- 2.80 ---- ----

.357 SIG Glock G32, 4.0-in. Barrel

Speer 124-gr. Gold Dot Ba9 7.2 1184 7 ---- 2.70 ---- ----

.38 Super Taurus 1911, 5.0-in. Barrel

Hornady 124-gr. HP XTP Ba9 6.3 1166 9 ---- 3.10 ---- ----

.357 Magnum Ruger GP100, 6.0-in. Barrel

Hornady 125-gr. HP XTP Ba6½ 17.5 1206 17 ---- 2.20 ---- ----

LBT 160-gr. Cast WFNPB AO 6.8 1140 13 ---- 1.90 ---- ----

.40 S&W S&W M4006, 4.0-in. Barrel

Winchester 155-gr. TC Ba7½ 7.2 947 10 ---- 2.70 ---- ----

Hornady 180-gr. HP XTP Ba9 5.0 852 7 ---- 2.80 ---- ----

.44 Magnum S&W M629, 5.0-in. Barrel

Sierra 250-gr. FPJ SIL Ba6½ 19.6 1029 7 ---- 3.20 ---- ----

Hornady 180-gr. HP XTP Ba7½ 15.0 1350 22 ---- 2.20 ---- ----

.45 ACP SIG P220, 4.5-in. Barrel

Magnus 195-gr. SWC AS 4.5 854 15 ---- 2.10 ---- ----

Sierra 230-gr. FMJ Ba9½ 5.1 674 13 ---- 2.70 ---- ----

.243 Winchester T/C Venture, 23-in. Barrel

ACP 85-gr. CNC Tubal 5000 38.5 2850 11 ---- ---- ---- 1.60

.25-06 Remington Marlin XL7, 22-in. Barrel

ACP 100-gr. CNC Tubal 7000 50.0 2980 19 ---- ---- ---- 1.80

.270 WSM Nosler M48, 24-in. Barrel

Hornady 130-gr. InterLock Tubal 8000 64.5 3195 20 ---- ---- ---- 1.20

.300 Savage Remington Model 722, 24-in. Barrel

ACP 155-gr. CNC Tubal 3000 37.5 2440 14 ---- ---- ---- 1.90

.30-06 Sako A7, 22-in. Barrel

Sierra 180-gr. GameKing Tubal 7000 54.5 2535 11 ---- ---- ---- 1.30

.300 H&H Remington Model 721, 24-in. Barrel

Sierra 174-gr. HPBT Tubal 7000 66.0 2790 12 ---- ---- 0.78 ----

Sierra 174-gr. HPBT Tubal 8000 69.0 2845 8 ---- ---- 0.46 ----

.35 Remington Marlin 336, 20-in. Barrel

Hornady 200-gr. JSP Tubal 3000 37.0 2016 8 ---- ---- 2.30 ----

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of three, five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. Velocity is the average of 10 rounds measured eight feet from 
the guns’ muzzles.

All load data should be used with caution. Always start with reduced loads first and make sure they are safe in each of your guns before proceeding to the 
high test loads listed. Since Shooting Times has no control over your choice of components, guns, or actual loadings, neither Shooting Times nor the various 
firearms and components manufacturers assume any responsibility for the use of this data.

VECTAN POWDER ACCURACY & VELOCITY

POWDER

while Ba7½ and 6½ are even slower and (according to 
Vectan’s burn-rate chart) are similar in ballistic perfor-
mance to Accurate No. 7 and H110/W296 respectively.

The burn rates of the four rifle propellants decrease 
as the numerical designator increases. Tubal 3000 
is similar in performance to H4895, i.e., intended 
for loading medium-capacity cases like the .308 

Winchester. Tubal 5000 provides high loading den-
sity in .30-06-capacity cases and delivers optimal 
performance with heavy bullets in medium-capac-
ity rounds. Tubal 7000 is Vectan’s version of IMR 
4350 and therefore is suitable for loading many rifle 
cartridges. Tubal 8000 is the slowest with ballistic 
performance comparable to H4831.

Ba10



Just a word of caution: Burn-rate charts are not 
based on precisely developed engineering test data. 
They are intended, at best, to indicate an approxi-
mate relative comparison of actual burn rates of the 
various brands and types of propellants. In other 
words, use them for information only. Do not 
simply substitute any powder listed beside or close 
to another one. Use only actual load data from a 
reliable source, i.e., equipment and/or 
component suppliers.

The Test Results
As you can see in the accompanying 

chart, I do enjoy reloading and shooting. 
I fired nearly 500 handloads with the 
Vectan powders in more than a dozen 
firearms. I included popular cartridges 
along with a few that are no longer en 
vogue.

Graf also sent samples of a new bullet 
it distributes. The Aussie Copper Pro-
jectile (ACP) is just what it sounds like, 
a monolithic solid copper bullet from 
down under. Like other similarly con-
structed bullets, the noses are precut 
before final forming to ensure reliable 
expansion on impact. They’re avail-
able in calibers from .243 to .416, and 
their monikers, like Sidewinder and 
Thunder, suggest superlative hunting 
performance. Recalling Barnes’s caution 
for proper bulletseating depth, I loaded 
the new projectiles with the ogive 0.050 
inch off the lands.

The most current Vectan reloading 
data is available in the Nobel Sport’s 
pamphlet or in a digital PDF file that 
you can download from Graf ’s website. 
Loads were developed in accordance 
with European (CIP) standards, which 
sometime differ from our domestic 
SAAMI specifications. It does not list 
all of the cartridges I included in this 
review; however, I used data found in the 
earlier Vectan reloading manual. I also 
referenced Hornady and Lee Precision 
load data published years ago.

The velocity data indicates very stable 
internal ballistic performance. Standard 
deviations ran from single digits to the 
teens except for the small-caliber pistol 
rounds. Average velocities generally ran 

lower than published data, especially for the large-bore 
handgun cartridges. The bullet selections listed are 
not always clearly identified, so charge recommen-
dations, both starting and maximum values, should 
be strictly followed.

Vectan products are competitively priced, and 
each bottle contains 1/2 kilogram (approximately 
1.1 pounds). That’s a 10 percent bonus.

Tubal 3000
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A new type of hunting firearm is gaining in popularity. 
It’s an AR-15, but it’s no rifle or carbine. It’s the AR pistol, 
and it’s the antithesis of the super-magnum. Read on to 
learn why no hunting stable is complete without one.
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 Small
For most hunting situations, bulky magnums are more hin-

drance than help. They lug us down, are slow on target, and 
are costly to fire. High recoil almost guarantees a flinch. But, 
man, do they anchor game at long distance.

So what? Most deer are shot well inside 200 yards, a range 
where compact firearms and moderate cartridges shine. 
Nimble, lightweight, and quick pointing, these firearms 
produce mild recoil and are affordable to shoot. They make 
practice enjoyable. Practice builds proficiency, and proficiency 
builds confidence—exactly what’s needed while hunting.

The easiest place to shave weight and length is the barrel. 
Just be careful. Go too short and you enter National Firearm 
Act (NFA) territory, which strictly prohibits “a rifle having a 
barrel or barrels of less than 16 inches in length.”

“Rifle” is the key word. Ditch the shoulder stock and you 
enter a new realm, a pistol paradise where anything goes. 
For example, take my newest hunting gun: Daniel Defense’s 
DDM4 300 Pistol in .300 Blackout. This modern marvel has 
a 10.3-inch barrel and weighs 5.3 pounds. It fires a rifle round, 
generates carbine ballistics, and totes like a pistol. As Charlie 
Sheen would say: “Winning!”

Wait…that’s legal?
It sure is. Instead of a buttstock, this petite powerhouse 

rocks a pistol buffer tube. If it had a stock, or could readily 
accept one, obtaining the firearm would require a $200 tax 

stamp and six-month gestation in our nation’s bureaucratic 
womb. (That’s not all. See the sidebar on page 34 to learn 
the pitfalls of short-barreled rifles.)

Size matters, especially in the thick stuff where the DDM4 
300’s lean dimensions put traditional rifles to shame. Compare 
this 27-inch-long pistol to Remington’s 42.5-inch Model 700 
BDL. The difference is 15.5 inches. Would you rather pack a 
banjo or a broomstick through the bush? The choice is easy.

MANUFACTURER
Daniel Defense
danieldefense.com

TYPE Direct gas impingement autoloader

CALIBER .300 BLK

MAGAZINE CAPACITY 30 rounds

BARREL 10.3 in.

OVERALL LENGTH 27.06 in.

WEIGHT, EMPTY 5.3 lbs.

STOCK Pistol buffer tube

FINISH Hardcoat-anodized black

SIGHTS None

TRIGGER 6.5-lb. pull (as tested)

SAFETY Two position

MSRP $1,699

DDM4 300

HUNT S.M.A.R.T.
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 Modular
Although vertically challenged, AR pis-

tols still adhere to Eugene Stoner’s original 
blueprint. The hallmarks of this design are 
direct gas impingement operation and unri-
valed modularity. Aftermarket parts for ARs 
are more plentiful than mullets at a Billy Ray 
Cyrus concert, which means handguards, bar-
rels, grips, triggers, sights, and optics—truly 
every component—are user-replaceable. If 
you can operate a vise, you can tweak an AR 
to fit your exact needs.

Even better, removing two pins allows complete uppers to 
be swapped. A 5.56 upper with a barrel longer than 11.5 inches 
makes for a compact semiauto that’s perfect for two- or four-
legged predators. The .300 BLK, the epitome of efficiency, 
delivers supersonic and subsonic lead on demand. For longer 
shots, a 6.8 SPC with a 12.5-inch barrel generates unprece-
dented ballistics (85-grain TSX at 2,900 fps) in a package 
this size.

Want a .308-class pistol? Step up to the AR-10 chassis. A 
13.5-inch .308 will handle any mulie or elk that walks, and my 
largest pistol, a 12.5-inch .358 Winchester, is ready for any-
thing on this continent.

I could go on and on, but you get the point. Modularity 
means the options for AR-based pistols are endless.

 Accurate
Many hunters correlate barrel length with accuracy. This 

simply isn’t true. By and large, accuracy is independent of length. 
Short tubes are stiff, and rigidity does promote accuracy, but 
I’ve had pencil profile barrels shoot amazingly well. The bottom 
line is AR-15s are superaccurate by virtue of their design.

MOA accuracy, however, isn’t required for punching tags. 
Quickly placing a bullet on target is, and this is where AR pis-
tols shine. Compact pistols like the DDM4 300 do require a 
slightly different shooting technique.

As long as AR pistols aren’t shouldered, anything goes when 
firing them. Most shooters utilize the cheek-to-buffer-tube 
method to steady the shot. It takes some practice, and you won’t 
shatter any accuracy records, but it works great for hunting.

Rule No. 1 for AR pistols: Don’t shoulder ’em! The 
cheek-to-buffer-tube method (shown above) is 
the best option for legal stability. Modularity (as 
seen on the right) is typical AR-15. Pop the take-
down pins to separate upper and lower for cleaning, 
swapping uppers, or stowing your newest hunting 
firearm in a compact case. 

HUNT S.M.A.R.T.
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Due to the abundance of rails, sighting options are endless. 
For minimalists, DD’s fixed front and rear sights are simple 
and rugged. Red dots and low-power variables also work great. 
Trijicon’s mini ACOG may be the best solution. The TA47 2X 
20mm model is extremely rugged and lightweight (6.4 ounces) 
and provides magnification for longer shots. It’s everything a 
pistol hunter needs, which explains the high price ($1,285).

As you can see from the accompanying accuracy chart, AR 
pistols can shoot. I tested the DDM4 300 with eight .300 BLK 
loads. All but two grouped under an inch at 50 yards. Extrap-
olating that to 200 yards equates to 4-inch groups. No deer 
can escape that. And if it does, send another round or two 
downrange. I don’t advocate the spray-n-pray shooting philos-
ophy, but a fast follow-up shot or two has saved many a hunt.

 Repeating
I recently spoke with Kurt Kosman of KAK Industry. An 

engineer/machinist and hardcore hunter, Kosman can build 
and hunt with any gun he chooses. And his favorite hunting 
AR is an 11-inch pistol chambered in 7.62x39. His load of 
choice is Hornady’s steel-cased 123-grain SST.

“With my suppressed 7.62x39, I get 1,800 fps, and it’s all 
the power I need,” he said. “I’ve never had a bullet not pass 
through a deer. I’m right on the heels of the .30-30, but I 
have no recoil and can shoot as fast as I can pull the trigger. 

SBR vs. Pistol
SHORT-BARRELED RIFLES (SBRS) ARE AMAZING, BUT

they aren’t perfect. Acquiring one requires oodles of 

patience and living in a “free area.” Let’s start from the 

beginning: Find a Class 3 FFL. Pay $200 NFA tax. Fill 

out copious forms. Wait many moons for ATF approval 

(on average, four to nine months). Take home your new 

favorite firearm and shoulder the heck out of it. One last 

thing: Before crossing state lines, ask the ATF for writ-

ten permission. Every. Single. Time.

An AR pistol, however, can be yours in no time at all. 

Find an FFL. Fill out ATF Form 4473. Wait the required 

time period. Take ownership of pistol. Done. Plus, since 

it’s a pistol, in most states it can legally be loaded in 

your vehicle. Assuming, of course, you have a concealed 

carry permit. Just don’t shoulder it. That’s a big no-no 

in the eyes of the ATF.

—D. Faubion

HUNT S.M.A.R.T.

DDM4 300 
PISTOL

DDM4 300S 
FACTORY SBR

The .300 BLK’s gold standard bullet is Barnes’s 110-grain TAC-TX that 
was designed to open at speeds as low as 1,400 fps, providing deer-
dropping expansion out to 300 yards from a pistol-length barrel.
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Plus, I use pointed bullets. Factoring in shootability, portability, and low sound, the 
11-inch 7.62x39 is a superior modern hunting gun.” [Again, no one here is advocat-
ing just pointing and shooting until the magazine is empty. We mean well-aimed 
and carefully fired shots.]

Ballistically, the .300 BLK is slightly behind the Russian 7.62x39. Its advantage 
is that it uses standard 5.56/.223 AR bolts and magazines. The gold standard BLK 
bullet is Barnes’s 110-grain TAC-TX that was designed to open at speeds as low as 
1,400 fps. At the DDM4 300’s muzzle, this bullet generates nearly 2,200 fps. By 
no means scorching, it’s enough speed to provide expansion out to 300 yards—
impressive performance from a dinky barrel.

Trajectory is equally impressive. Imagine a coffee can protruding downrange from 
the DDM4 300—a 6-inch tube from the muzzle to infinity. When the DD pistol 
and TAC-TX combo are sighted in at 32 yards, the 110-grain bullet will remain 
inside this imaginary tube from the muzzle out to 215 yards. It’ll be 3 inches high 
at 110 yards and 3 inches low at 215 yards.

AR pistols aren’t just close-range affairs. With enough energy for deer and a tra-
jectory that’d work for coyotes, think of the DDM4 300 as a modern Winchester 
94 that’s handier, compatible with optics, and far more accurate.

 Tools
Firearms are to be used, not pampered. A scratch here, a stain there—who cares? 

Cosmetic blemishes only add character and remind us of our adventures.
Instead of wood stocks and blued finishes, ARs are made of aluminum, steel, and 

plastic—an assemblage of parts designed for one purpose: to put bullets on target. 
Perhaps that’s the biggest advantage of hunting with an AR. Its military pedigree 
means cosmetics are of little concern. Functionality is everything.

As long as you lube the bolt carrier and use a quality magazine, an AR will go 
“Boom!” every time. It’s a reliable, robust, and simple-to-use tool that’s okay to 
scratch during use. How liberating.

Worthy Addition
Will an AR pistol replace your trusty Model 70? Not a chance. A .300 BLK 

merely complements your existing arsenal and provides a weatherproof option 
that’s nimble and accurate, carries with ease, and hits hard enough for cleanly taking 
game inside 250 yards. It will do all this without the legal hassles of SBRs, which 
places AR pistols in a class all their own.

Small, Modular, Accurate, Repeating Tools (S.M.A.R.T.), like the Mike Tyson 
of the firearms world, prove that wingspan is highly overrated.

50-YD.

VEL. E.S. S.D. ACC.

AMMUNITION (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (IN.)

.300 Blackout, 10.3-In. Barrel

Barnes Range AR 90-gr. OTM 2354 45 21 1.14

Barnes VOR-TX 110-gr. TAC-TX 2169 38 14 0.78

Hornady 110-gr. V-Max 2182 17 7 1.50

SIG SAUER 125-gr. OTM 1981 23 15 0.95

Hornady 135-gr. FTX 1892 35 13 0.68

HPR 150-gr. SP 1762 16 7 0.81

Freedom Munitions 208-gr. A-Max 901 32 14 0.91

American Eagle 220-gr. OTM 979 74 27 0.77

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of three, three-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. 
Velocity is the average of five rounds measured 12 feet from the gun’s muzzle.

DANIEL DEFENSE DDM4 300 ACCURACY & VELOCITY

Model: CW3833TU

Caliber: .380 ACP 

Barrel: 2.58”

Model: CT3833TU

Caliber: .380 ACP 

Barrel: 3.0”

www.kahr.com
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That got me thinking about actual differences in accuracy 
achievable with the various types of sighting systems. I still enjoy 
hunting with rifles wearing metallic sights, and even though my 
effective range is much shorter than is possible with riflescopes, 
I continue using them for the fun of it. But I do know my lim-
itations and strictly abide by them in the field.

Not long back, I used a Winchester Model 71 wear-
ing a Williams Foolproof receiver sight when hunting 
moose in Alaska. Even though my reach with that rifle 
on such a large target was no more than 250 long paces, 
the odds were acceptable because bagging a moose with 
an old iron-sighted lever gun was more important to me 
than just killing a moose.

For this report, I decided to compare my accuracy with four 
different sighting systems. My first thought was to use the same 
rifle for all testing, but then it dawned on me that not a single 
rifle in my battery could be conveniently used with all types 
of sights. The aperture sight, reflex sight, and riflescope were 
easily accommodated by the flat-top receiver of a Les Baer Super 
Varmint AR-15 in .223 Remington. While I don’t consider it 
to be a big-game rifle, it would serve nicely for comparing my 
accuracy with three types of sights. Weighing an ounce over 
10 pounds, its heavy, 24-inch, match-grade barrel has a muzzle 
diameter of 0.920 inch and delivers consistent, half-minute 
accuracy. A rifling twist rate of 1:8 inches is quick enough to 
stabilize bullets weighing up to 80 grains.

The only open-sighted rifle in my battery capable of shoot-
ing at the same level of accuracy as the Les Baer AR-15 is a 
Kimber Model 84 in 6x45mm. Built by the original Kimber 
of Oregon, it has taken several deer with the Nosler 85-grain 

Partition loaded to 2,800 fps. It averages close to half-MOA 
for five shots with several handloads as well as Black Hills 
ammo loaded with the Sierra 85-grain SPT. It’s also a favorite 
fox and coyote rifle, and I have always used it with a scope, but 
like some Kimber rifles of yesteryear, it came with fully adjust-

able open sights.
The aperture sight system used on the AR-15 is made by 

Yankee Hill Machine and came from Brownells. Flip-
over apertures in its windage-adjustable rear sight 
measure 0.060 and 0.195 inch. The elevation-adjustable 

front sight post has a diameter of 0.075 inch. With the 
rear sight positioned as far back as it will go on the receiver 

and the front sight out on the gas block, sight radius is 19.5 
inches. That’s about an inch shorter than on AR-15/M16 rifles 
used in Service Rifle matches of NRA High Power competition.

The reflex sight used is an RMR (Ruggedized Miniature 
Reflex) from Trijicon. Of 7075-T6 aluminum, it is built to 
military specifications with a housing designed to absorb and 
dissipate impact before it reaches the lens. The LED version 
automatically adjusts dot brightness to ambient light condi-
tions. In addition to the auto brightness mode, the adjustable 
LED also has manual override controls.

A 3-9X Trijicon AccuPoint scope was chosen because its mag-
nification range is quite popular with hunters. It has a 1-inch 
tube and a battery-free illuminated reticle.

Using several different loads in the AR-15 would not have pro-
duced comparative results as meaningful as using the same load 
with all three types of sights, so Black Hills ammo loaded with 
the Sierra 69-grain MatchKing was used throughout the tests. 
Average muzzle velocity from the 24-inch barrel was 3,022 fps.

During a recent conversation with a couple of fellow gun club 
members, the subject of shooter accuracy when using various types 
of sighting systems came up. The “Buffalo Match” one of the guys 
was practicing for has become quite popular. Lever-action and 
single-shot rifles in .38-55 Winchester, .45-70, and other old-timers 
are fired at targets resembling an American bison, and despite 
being limited to metallic sights, groups fired out to 300 yards by 
the top competitors are quite impressive.
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Open Metallic Sights
Rifles carried by the majority of today’s hunters wear optical 

sights, but metallic sights should continue to play an important 
role in the shooting scheme of things. Low cost compared to 
other types of sighting systems is at the top of the list of advan-
tages they offer. A rifle wearing irons is also lighter and easier to 
carry than one equipped with a scope. Try following mountain 
lion or bear hounds through mountain thickets while toting 
a Winchester 94 or Marlin 336 with and without a scope and 
you will see what I mean.

Then there is inclement weather. On a hunt in Alaska I had to 
pass on a shot at a very good brown bear because rain cascading 
down in buckets made the scope worn by my rifle impossible 
to use. Had the scope been in a quick-detach mount, and the 
rifle had been wearing iron sights for backup use, I might have 
taken that bear. Last but certainly not least, the ruggedness of 
top-quality iron sights allows them to shrug off damage in the 
field that would likely put most scopes out of business.

A shortcoming of metallic sights is they do 
not magnify the target as a scope does. While 
that puts them at a big disadvantage for shoot-
ing at long range, they are still adequate for 
many shots taken by eastern hunters at deer, 
black bears, and feral hogs.

I grew up on open sights and continue to 
use them quite often, so my accuracy with 
them is better than those who have no experi-
ence with them. And how good is that? I can 
usually average 2 MOA or better out to 200 
yards. I come close to that out to 250 yards, 
but not consistently enough to feel comfort-
able in shooting deer-size game that far with 
open sights.

If a rifle does not already have sights, those made by Lyman, 
Williams, Marble, N.E.C.G., and others can be purchased at 
reasonable prices. If a rifle is already drilled and tapped or dove-
tailed for them, the installation becomes an easy do-it-yourself 
project. If not, most gunsmiths will take the job for a nominal 
fee. Even if metallic sights are not used as a primary sighting 
system, they are comforting to have on a rifle for back-up use, 
especially on an extended hunt into remote country.

Aperture-Style Metallic Sights
Most riflemen who are accustomed to using an aperture-

style rear sight combined with a front post or bead of the 
correct width and shape find the combination to be more 
precise than open-style sights. That makes it better suited for 
shooting at distance. NRA High Power shooters who use the 
AR-15/M16 in Service Rifle competition are required to use 
the rather crude-appearing, aperture-style rear and post-style 
front sights that are of the original type for that rifle. Wrapped 
in a sling and shooting from the prone position, often during 
terrible range conditions with plenty of wind, top shooters 
in that game who are having an especially good day will place 
only a few of the bullets from a 20-round string outside the 
12-inch 10-ring of a 600-yard target.

High Power competitors who shoot heavier rifles with 
more sophisticated metallic sights in Match Rifle class are 
a bit more accurate than that. I believe the record at 1,000 
yards is 17 of 20 shots inside the 10-ring, which measures 
20 inches in diameter for that distance. That’s exceptional 

The Yankee Hill Machine windage-adjustable rear sight has 0.060-inch 
and 0.195-inch flip-over apertures. The elevation-adjustable front sight 
has a 0.075-inch-diameter post. When mounted on the Les Baer Custom 
AR-15, sight radius was 19.5 inches.

SIGHTS VS. RED DOT REFLEX SIGHTS VS. RIFLESCOPES

This Kimber Model 84 rifle in 6x45mm was used 
because it is the only rifle Layne has with open sights 
that’s capable of matching the accuracy of the Les 
Baer Custom AR-15 used for the other sight systems.
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The Trijicon RMR reflex sight weighs 4.2 ounces with its Picatinny mount, 
and in addition to being extremely durable, it is rated waterproof down 
to a depth of 66 feet. While not as good as the other sight systems 
for shooting much beyond 100 yards, it is the easiest for a beginning 
shooter to learn to use.

Reflex Sights
The reflex sight, or dot sight as it is commonly called, has 

become quite popular for some applications, including use by 
the U.S. military. When competing in the open class of USPSA 
action pistol competition years ago, I used one made by C-More 
Systems on a 1911 in .38 Super and found it to be both quicker 
and more accurate to use than the open sights I had previously 

shooter capability, far beyond what most of us could even 
dream of accomplishing, but it serves to illustrate the level 
of accuracy attainable with metallic sights. But they are firing 
at targets of pale buff coloration with clearly defined black 
scoring bulls that don’t bleed or suffer an agonizing death 
from an errant shot. No responsible hunter who respects the 
game being hunted would even consider shooting at a big-
game animal that far away with any type of sight, including 
a high-magnification scope.

Several of my big-game rifles wear aperture-style rear sights. 
In addition to the previously mentioned Winchester Model 
71, there are a Savage Model 99 with an old Redfield No. 70, 
a Lyman 48 on a 1922 Springfield, and a Redfield No 102R on 
a Remington Model 30 in .30-06. Small apertures are fine for 
target shooting, but those of larger diameter allow more light 
to reach the eye, making them better for use on hunting rifles.

The aperture on my Model 30 measures 0.150 inch and 
when combined with a 0.085-inch front bead, the sight pic-
ture is perfect for my eyes. That aperture size may appear quite 
large, and it is, but minute-of-angle accuracy is possible. An 
aperture-style sight on a hunting rifle has one big shortcom-
ing: During early morning and late afternoon, when light 
is poor, the target is more difficult to see clearly than when 
using an open sight.

SIGHTS VS. RED DOT REFLEX SIGHTS VS. RIFLESCOPES
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used. Aligning the front and rear sights with the target took 
more time than simply plastering the dot where the bullet had 
to go. The time difference for each shot was not huge, but 
in that game, a fraction of a second lost here and a few more 
dropped there can push a competitor out of the winner’s circle.

For shooters who are experienced in the use of metallic 
sights and scopes, the reflex sight does not offer the speed and 
accuracy advantages on a rifle that it does on a handgun. A 
low-powered scope with a large field of view is as quick and as 
accurate. The same goes for good open sights, like those from 

N.E.C.G. worn by my SSK custom Marlin 
Model 95 in .50 B&M Alaskan.

I have a great deal of experience with all 
three, and tests using a timer along with tar-
gets placed at distances ranging from 10 to 
50 yards have revealed not enough difference 
in time or accuracy to matter on an incom-
ing Cape buffalo or grizzly. Several years ago 
I participated in driven hunts for wild boar 
in the Transylvanian mountains of Romania, 
and a reflex sight proved to be ideal for broad-
side shots at running targets inside 100 paces.

In favor of some reflex sights are size and 
weight. The Trijicon RMR used in these tests 

weighs only 1.2 ounces (4.2 ounces with low Picatinny mount), 
and while it is not as compact and unobtrusive as metallic sights, 
the difference is almost too small to notice. Its biggest positive 
is ease of use. Whereas a new shooter who decides to use either 
metallic or telescopic sights has to go through a learning curve 
before becoming proficient with them, someone who has no 
shooting experience whatsoever will usually ventilate the target 
on the first try when using a reflex sight. Nothing can be sim-
pler (or easier for a beginner to remember) than placing the dot 
on the target and keeping it there while squeezing the trigger.

100-YD. 200-YD. 300-YD.

ACC. ACC. ACC.

AMMUNITION (IN.) (IN.) (IN.)

Open Sights (Kimber Model 84, 6x45mm) 

Black Hills 85-gr. SPT 1.36 4.02 ----

Aperture Rear, Post Front Sights (Les Baer Super Varmint, .223 Rem.)

Black Hills 69-gr. MatchKing 1.22 3.17 7.47

Trijicon RMR Reflex Sight 6-MOA Dot (Les Baer Super Varmint, .223 Rem.)

Black Hills 69-gr. MatchKing 1.98 8.18 ----

Trijicon AccuPoint 3-9X 40mm Scope (Les Baer Super Varmint, .223 Rem.)

Black Hills 69-gr. MatchKing 0.57 0.83 1.54 

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of 10, five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. 
The author’s accuracy with open sights and the reflex sight proved to be unsuitable for con-
sistently delivering acceptable hunting accuracy at 300 yards on elk-size game and only 
marginally suitable for shooting deer-size game at that distance with the aperture sight.

SIGHT SYSTEM ACCURACY

MEET THE PhD™ 1911 — PERSONAL. HOME. DEFENSE.

The PhD™ 1911, is the first in a series of defensive pistols that provides a quality production gun 
and the features of a high end 1911, without the lengthy wait or high price tag.
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There was a time when reliability, durability, battery life, 
and the ability to survive under harsh conditions were all big 
concerns among hunters who were considering the use of a 
reflex sight. Today’s sights built to military specifications are 
more reliable and more durable than some of the scopes used 
by hunters. Life of the CR2032 battery in the adjustable-LED 
variation of the RMR is rated at 12 months of continuous use 
(depending on ambient temperature), so you could turn it on at 
the beginning of the hunting season, turn if off when the season 
ends, and still have juice remaining. Even so, the hunter who 
uses this type of sight is wise to keep a spare battery on hand.

The RMR is rated waterproof at a depth of 66 feet, so the 
worst weather Alaska has to offer is not likely to put it on the 
blink. To keep the sight free of rain, snow, and dirt, simply cover 
it with a neoprene Scopecoat cover available from Trijicon.

Through the years I have tried dozens of electronic sights, 
and my only complaint has been a dot that’s disconcertingly 
irregular in shape rather than perfectly round. For quick shoot-
ing at short distances, it matters not, but for precision shooting 
at greater distances, it matters a lot.

Also to be considered is optimal dot size for the application. 
The 6-MOA dot of the Trijicon sight I used was too large for 
precise aiming much beyond 100 yards. Dot subtension options 
for it range from 1 to 13 MOA, and a smaller dot would have 
been better for shooting beyond 100 paces. Regardless of dot 
size, I consider 200 yards to be about the maximum practical 
distance for this type of sight.

Scopes
This won’t take long. When compared to other sighting 

systems, a scope offers both advantages and disadvantages. 

On the negative side, it adds weight and bulk to a rifle, 
and either can spoil the rifle’s handling qualities. Today’s top-
quality riflescopes are so rugged and reliable that having one 
fail during a hunt is a rarity, but since a scope has numerous 
component parts, any of which can give up or go wrong, bad 
things are always just a single mishap away. Interior leakage is 
virtually a thing of the past, but exterior fogging of the lenses 
can be a problem. And just try using a scope during a frog-
drowning downpour.

I am quick to add that the three big positives of a scope far 
outweigh its negatives. One is magnification of the target for 
more precise bullet placement at long range. Another is its 
ability to transmit more light to the shooter’s eye than any 
other sighting system. Whereas metallic sights take away avail-
able light, a scope with a top-quality lens system is capable of 
delivering close to 100 percent of it to the eye. This becomes 
especially important during early morning and late afternoon, 
when ambient light conditions are usually at their worst and 
game movement is often at its best.

And a scope is the safest of all sighting systems to use in 
the field. For example, years ago, a varmint-shooting friend 
of mine spotted what appeared to be a groundhog resting in a 
small patch of weeds. As all hunters should, he would have first 
clearly identified the target with a binocular before shouldering 
his rifle, but his binocular had been left back in the truck. One 
look at the target with his 15X scope revealed not a groundhog 
but the head of the landowner who was taking a noon snooze.

As I have pointed out, the four commonly used sighting sys-
tems have advantages and disadvantages, and each hunter must 
decide which is best for the conditions he will likely experi-
ence in his favorite hunting grounds.

SIGHTS VS. RED DOT REFLEX SIGHTS VS. RIFLESCOPES

Layne chose a Trijicon AccuPoint scope for his shooting 
accuracy comparisons because its 3-9X magnification 
range is popular with big-game hunters.
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 S
AVAGE HAS OFFERED VARIOUS VERSIONS

of the Model 110 since its introduction in 
1958. The sturdy bolt action has evolved 
into a bewildering array of several specialized 
series that collectively encompass virtually the 
entire shooting spectrum and, significantly, 
embody a cache for value unequaled by any 
other firearm manufacturer.

The Savage system of rifle nomen-
clature has morphed into an 

alphanumeric scheme. A two-digit model number 
indicates a short action; three digits mean a long 
action. “B” means a laminated wood stock; “BT” sig-
nifies the addition of a thumbhole. Then there are letters 
for magazines (fixed or removable), stock type, muzzle brakes…
well, you get the idea.

The latest iteration in this ever-expanding continuum is the 
Model 16 Lightweight Hunter—I’ll call it the M16 LWH, for 
short. It is part of Savage’s “Specialty Series.” It is a short action 
and is offered in .223 Remington, .243 Winchester, 7mm-08 
Remington, and .308 Winchester. The long-action Model 116 
LWH is also offered in .270 Winchester.

Shooting Times recently received a new M16 LWH in .243 
Win. for review. It’s obvious that a lot of thought went into 
the design of this neat little rifle. It is designed for the hunter 
who treks far over hill and dale and ends up carrying his rifle 
a lot more than he shoots it.

The Model 16 Lightweight Hunter
When Savage engineers say “Lightweight,” they aren’t kid-

ding. Straight from the box, the petite rifle weighs a scant 5 
pounds, 12 ounces. Add a compact scope, and you’re off to the 
hills with a rifle that easily comes in under 7 pounds. Thus, the 
rifle is comfortable to carry and shoot but still has adequate 
accuracy and power for just about any mountain hunting. It’s 

light enough that you’re still breathing when you get to the 
top of the mountain.

The M16 LWH action and barrel are stainless steel, 
and the receiver has several areas where metal has been 
cleverly milled away to save weight without compro-

mising strength. The barrel is 20 inches in length and 
is hand-straightened. It tapers to a slender 0.554 inch at 

the muzzle. The button rifling has a 1:9.25-inch twist, making 
it good for long-for-caliber bullets. The familiar Savage barrel 
nut is smooth.

The bolt knob has a circular checkered pad on its top, and 
the bolt body proper has seven spiral flutes that save some 
weight, but I surmise they were put there mostly because of 
their spiffy looks. Silver-finished Weaver-type scope bases came 
on my sample rifle.

A three-position safety is located directly behind the bolt 
shroud, which has a cocking indicator. When the safety is all 
the way to the rear, it locks the bolt and firing pin. All the way 
forward is the “Fire” position. The middle position locks the 
firing pin but not the bolt so a cartridge in the chamber can 
be removed. It’s a nice safety feature.

The removable box magazine is steel with a plastic floor-
plate and holds four cartridges. It slips smoothly in and out of 
the receiver with a touch of the release lever (positioned at the 

The Savage Model 16 Lightweight Hunter has a trim stainless-steel barreled 
action and a rugged synthetic stock. It is offered in several chamber-
ings, including .243 Winchester, and is an excellent walking-around rifle.
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Here’s an easy test. Grasp the barrel and fore-end and squeeze 
them together. If you can make the stock touch the barrel, then 
you have a bedding problem that can adversely affect accuracy. 
While the .243 Win. doesn’t have much recoil, this is an impor-
tant factor in larger cartridges. The relatively large gap in the 
M16 LWH barrel channel lets Savage keep costs down while 
maintaining the level of accuracy it demands.

Not surprisingly, at the range the M16 LWH turned in some 
impressive groups, and there were no malfunctions of any kind. 
I was curious about the velocity out of the rifle’s 20-inch barrel, 
so I compared them to the velocities of several factory loads 
in my Browning A-Bolt .243, which has a 22-inch barrel. The 
average was only 78 fps slower out of the M16 LWH’s 20-inch 
tube. That amounts to 39 fps per inch loss in velocity for the 
shorter-barreled M16. In any event, such a slight reduction in 
velocity is inconsequential.

The .243 Winchester
The .243 Win. has been a runaway hit 

almost from the day of its introduction in 
1955, so a good variety of factory loads was easy 
to find. The loads from Hornady and Nosler 
all grouped under an inch, with the Hornady 
Superformance 95-grain SST load coming 
out on top at 0.57 inch, followed closely by 
the Hornady 95-grain SST and the Nosler 
85-grain Partition and 90-grain AccuBond 
loads. Any of these loads would be potent med-
icine for deer-sized game. I can attest to the 
effectiveness of the Nosler 90-grain AccuBond 
factory load because a few years ago I shot the 
first game animal ever taken with the loading, 
a Utah pronghorn antelope buck.

For reasons known only to the rifle gods, 
the M16 LWH didn’t cotton to the two Win-
chester loads, although they grouped well 
within “minute of deer.”

front). It was easy to load, it locked into place securely, and car-
tridges fed into the chamber without a hitch.

The M16 LWH has Savage’s revolutionary AccuTrigger. It’s 
safe, virtually foolproof, and user adjustable with the supplied 
tool. The trigger pull on my rifle right out of the box was 3 
pounds, 9.9 ounces and crisp as can be.

The stock is black synthetic, but it’s not the AccuStock Savage 
introduced in 2009. While it’s serviceable, it is not particularly 
stiff, and the gap between the stock and barrel channel might 
raise a few eyebrows. This is not sloppy manufacturing, but 
rather clever attention to an important accuracy component.

When a rifle is fired, especially one of considerable recoil, 
the barrel can flex enough to touch the stock, especially in rifles 
with thin, synthetic stocks with minimal clearance between the 
barrel and its stock channel. This can have the same effect as 
an improperly “free-floated” barrel in which the stock touches 
the barrel here and there.

The M16 LWH’s bolt has seven spiral flutes on the body, and the bolt 
head features a sliding extractor and a plunger-type ejector. The three-
position safety is positioned on the receiver tang. In the middle position, 
the bolt can be opened while the safety is engaged.

LIGHTWEIGHT HUNTER

The removable box magazine holds four cartridges and 
is easily removable by pressing the release latch at its 
front. It inserts easily and without binding.
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Nikon ProStaff 5 4.5-18X 40mm
I WAS FORTUNATE TO HAVE A NEW NIKON PROSTAFF 5

4.5-18X 40mm scope on hand for testing on the Savage 

Model 16 Lightweight Hunter. This scope is a real gem. I 

mounted it in Weaver rings, and it looked right at home. 

The scope has a 1-inch tube and fully multicoated lenses 

that deliver a bright, high-contrast image. A sunshade that 

screws into the objective bell comes with the scope. The 

quick-focus eyepiece and power zoom control both work 

smoothly and positively and with enough resistance to stay 

put. And, of course, it’s nitrogen-filled and waterproof, 

shockproof, and fog proof. And the Nikon “No-Fault Repair/

Replacement” policy provides peace of mind.

The elevation and windage adjustments are precise 0.25 

MOA clicks. After zeroing, the elevation knob can be reset 

to “zero,” so any future changes in elevation for long-range 

shooting will not disrupt the zero setting, and the shooter 

can confidently return the horizontal crosshair to its origi-

nal position without fear of changing the original zero. This 

scope is also seamlessly compatible with Nikon’s Spot On 

technology (available free online).

The elevation turret can be used quite effectively as 

received, or the owner can order a Custom XR Turret 

elevation dial specially created for his or her load and envi-

ronmental conditions. This allows a dead-on hold at any 

range. Significantly, it eliminates another of my pet peeves: 

the “Christmas tree” reticle with all manner of crosshairs of 

various widths and multiple intersections that make it all too 

easy to miss a fat cow elk at 75 yards or 10-point whitetail 

at 25. (Don’t ask me how I know this!) With the ProStaff’s 

custom dial installed, after determining the range with a 

rangefinder, the shooter dials in the proper elevation and 

holds right on the desired point of impact.

This system is about as foolproof as it gets. The shooter 

can just ignore it entirely, zero his rifle, and shoot as usual; 

use the elevation knob as issued for long ranges; or get and 

use the Custom XR Turret for his chosen load.

This scope also has a side focus knob that eliminates 

ghastly parallax that nibbles away at a rifle’s apparent 

accuracy and in general frustrates the shooter who can’t 

understand why the occasional shot is off to one side. With 

a length of 13.6 inches and a weight of 17.1 ounces, it is 

relatively compact for such a powerful scope. All in all, it 

is a lot of scope for the money.

—Steve Gash

PROSTAFF 5 4.5-18X 40MM

MANUFACTURER
Nikon
nikonsportoptics.com

MAGNIFICATION 4.5-18X

OBJECTIVE LENS DIAMETER 40mm

TUBE DIAMETER 1 in.

EYE RELIEF 3.7 to 4.0 in.

FIELD OF VIEW 5.6 to 22.4 ft. @ 100 yds.

ADJUSTMENT CLICKS 0.25 MOA

ELEVATION ADJUSTMENT RANGE 40 MOA

WINDAGE ADJUSTMENT RANGE 40 MOA

LENGTH 13.6 in.

WEIGHT 17.1 oz.

FINISH Matte black

MSRP $459.95

I had gobs of .243 Win. components on hand, so working up 
effective handloads was a delight. I lost count of the number 
of loads I ended up trying, but the ones shown in the chart are 
the best of the bunch. The velocities and accuracy of factory 
loads were easily matched with bullets of similar weights, and 
the handloading hunter in search of a good varmint or deer 
load is in for a treat.

The medium-sized .243 case calls for standard-strength prim-
ers. SAAMI MAP (maximum average pressure) for the .243 
Win. is 60,000 psi. All loads in the chart on page 54 are close to 
or at the maximum loads shown in current loading manuals, so 
they should not be exceeded. The .243 case is somewhat over-
bore capacity and is known for the occasional pressure spike if 
there is excess air space in a load. Thus, charges less than those 
shown should not be used. This also means that slow-burning 
powders work best.

Many propellants work well in the .243, but Hodgdon Varget 
was by far the best overall powder for me, and good loads were 

found for 55-, 65-, 75-, 80-, 87-, and 90-grain bullets with it. 
Heavier bullets did best with slower powders like H4350, Super-
formance, H4831SC, Reloder 19, and Reloder 22.

There are plenty of good bullets from which to choose, so 
a load can be constructed that excels for just about any shoot-
ing purpose. The COLs shown are for a bullet jump of about 
0.025 inch, which shot well in the M16 LWH and were com-
patible with the magazine’s length.

The rifle comes with Savage’s proven AccuTrigger. The sample rifle’s trig-
ger pull measured 3 pounds, 9.9 ounces and was nice and crisp.

LIGHTWEIGHT HUNTER
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The .243 Win. was originally billed as the ultimate “dual 
purpose” varmint and deer round, and it has settled comfort-
ably into that niche, although I’d venture that many more 
.243 rounds are launched at deer and antelope than at var-
mints. A few loads with lightweight bullets are shown as the 
perfunctory varmint loads. Although the .243 is a bit much 
for the stand shooter who may shoot hundreds of rounds a 
day, it is perfect for the walking hunter who may cover many 
miles toting his rifle and may fire only a few rounds in a day. 
For this role, the M16 LWH is just about perfect. Not only 
is it accurate, but also the heavier varmint bullets (compared 
to .22-caliber rounds) buck the wind better and offer plenty 
of long-range oomph for a fast-fleeing coyote or a fat ’chuck 
sunning itself on a rock.

For hunting deer and other similar-sized game, there are 
enough great high-tech bullets available to make the hand-
loader giddy. With the emphasis on “long-range shooting” 
these days, sleek-pointed bullets are de rigueur, so my listing 

The M16 LWH was very accurate with factory ammo and handloads. For 
example, the Hornady Superformance 95-grain SST factory load pro-
duced a 100-yard average of 0.57 inch.

100-YD.

COL VEL. S.D. ACC.

BULLET (TYPE) (GRS.) CASE PRIMER (IN.) (FPS) (FPS) (IN.)

.243 Winchester, 20-in. Barrel

Hornady 65-gr. V-Max Varget 38.0 Win. Fed. GM210M 2.560 3080 8 0.83

Hornady 75-gr. V-Max Varget 38.5 Win. Fed. GM210M 2.600 3103 3 1.10

Sierra 75-gr. HP Varget 38.5 Win. Fed. 210 2.616 3092 9 1.13

Nosler 80-gr. Ballistic Tip Varget 37.5 Nos. WLR 2.720 3024 5 1.22

Hornady 87-gr. InterLock Spirepoint Varget 37.5 Win. Fed. GM210M 2.721 2880 11 1.16

Nosler 90-gr. Ballistic Tip Varget 37.5 Nos. WLR 2.720 2896 6 0.75

Sierra 90-gr. FMJ-BT Accurate 5744 21.0 Fed. Fed. 210 2.650 2026 17 0.63

Hornady 95-gr. SST Superformance 43.0 Win. Fed. GM210M 2.721 2822 11 0.98

Nosler 95-gr. Ballistic Tip H4350 41.0 Nos. WLR 2.720 2927 9 1.61

Nosler 95-gr. Ballistic Tip H4831SC 43.5 Nos. WLR 2.720 2804 7 0.85

Nosler 95-gr. Ballistic Tip Reloder 19 42.2 Nos. WLR 2.720 2791 16 0.76

Hornady 100-gr. InterLock RN H1000 46.0 Horn. Fed. GM210M 2.656 2762 32 1.23

Hornady 100-gr. InterLock RN H4350 39.0 Horn. Fed. GM210M 2.656 2749 5 0.85

Hornady 100-gr. InterLock RN H4831SC 42.0 Horn. Fed. GM210M 2.656 2673 1 0.89

Hornady 100-gr. InterLock RN Reloder 19 42.0 Horn. Fed. GM210M 2.656 2730 18 1.34

Hornady 100-gr. InterLock RN Reloder 22 42.0 Horn. Fed. GM210M 2.656 2678 27 0.87

Hornady 100-gr. InterLock RN VV N560 42.5 Horn. Fed. GM210M 2.656 2731 21 0.92

Speer 105-gr. Hot-Cor SP H4350 39.0 Win. Fed. 210 2.758 2790 18 0.85

Speer 105-gr. Hot-Cor SP Reloder 19 41.5 Win. Fed. 210 2.758 2746 9 1.02

Hornady 95-gr. SST Factory Load 2675 20 0.87

Hornady Superformance 95-gr. SST Factory Load 2968 39 0.57

Nosler 85-gr. Partition Factory Load 2967 11 0.63

Nosler 90-gr. AccuBond Factory Load 3030 35 0.90

Winchester 95-gr. Ballistic Silvertip Factory Load 2825 19 1.43

Winchester 100-gr. Power-Point Factory Load 2777 13 1.30

NOTES: Accuracy is the average of three, five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. Velocity is the average of 10 rounds measured 10 feet from the 
gun’s muzzle.

All load data should be used with caution. Always start with reduced loads first and make sure they are safe in each of your guns before proceeding to the 
high test loads listed. Since Shooting Times has no control over your choice of components, guns, or actual loadings, neither Shooting Times nor the various 
firearms and components manufacturers assume any responsibility for the use of this data.

SAVAGE MODEL 16 LIGHTWEIGHT HUNTER ACCURACY & VELOCITY

POWDER

LIGHTWEIGHT HUNTER



of several loads with the Hornady 100-grain roundnose may 
surprise some. However, I have hunted considerably with this 
sturdy bullet and have found it to be very accurate and a totally 
reliable performer on deer. Unfortunately, Hornady doesn’t list 
it in the 2016 catalog. I think that’s a shame because penetra-
tion and expansion are excellent, and the round shape really 
doesn’t hurt trajectory at the usual distances at which deer are 
typically shot.

While virtually all of the loads shown would be good hunt-
ing loads, I want to pass on my two “standard” deer loads for 
the .243. One is 39.0 grains of H4350 with the Hornady 100-
grain roundnose at 2,749 fps. The other is the Nosler 95-grain 
Ballistic Tip over 43.5 grains of H4831SC, which registers 
2,804 fps. Both shoot under an inch and drop whitetails with 
one shot if the shooter does his part.

Here’s a quirky load that works great in the .243. Rifles are 
legal for hunting turkeys in several states, and I have used such 
where permitted. I listed this excellent “turkey load” in my chart, 
and I found the recipe in the Speer Reloading Manual #14. It 
called for the Speer 90-grain Hot-Cor SP, but I use the Sierra 
90-grain FMJ-BT and 21.0 grains of Accurate 5744  It gave a 
velocity of 2,026 fps from the M16 LWH, and it grouped like 
a target load. One of these bullets zips through a turkey with-
out expanding and will hardly ruin any meat.

Savage has a well-earned reputation of quality, accuracy, and 
value in its extensive line of firearms, and the Model 16 Light-
weight Hunter certainly continues that tradition.

MANUFACTURER
Savage Arms
savage.com

TYPE Bolt-action repeater

CALIBER .243 Win.

MAGAZINE CAPACITY 4 rounds

BARREL 20 in.

OVERALL LENGTH 40.5 in.

WEIGHT, EMPTY 5.75 lbs.

STOCK
Synthetic with 1-in. recoil pad and 
QD sling swivels

LENGTH OF PULL 14 in.

FINISH
Matte stainless barreled action, 
matte black stock

SIGHTS
None. Receiver is drilled and tapped 
for scope mounts, bases included.

TRIGGER 3.62-lb. pull (as tested)

SAFETY Three position

MSRP $752

MODEL 16 LIGHTWEIGHT HUNTER

Get Your Instant Quote at www.galleryofguns.com

All firearms purchased from GalleryofGuns.com are covered by                                                                      the Davidson’s GuaranteeD® Lifetime Replacement Warranty.

LIFETIME
REPLACEMENT

LIFETIME
REPLACEMENT

©2016 DAVIDSON’S, INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

Item# Caliber Capacity BBL Model

16914 243 4+1 22” American

16915 270 4+1 22” American

16920 204RUG 5+1 22” Predator*

16921 223 5+1 22” Predator*

• Kryptek Highlander Camo  

  Composite Stock

• Power Bedding 

• Marksman Adjustable Trigger

• 100% American-Made

*Predator models have a heavier, tapered threaded barrel
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 T
HE LANDSCAPE NORTH OF THE CITY OF

Cordoba, Argentina, is a series of massive 
agricultural fields, some encompassing tens 
of thousands acres. It was just after dawn, 
and we were heading north along the 
highway toward the town of Jesus 
Maria and, beyond that, David 
Denies’s Cordoba Lodge, which lies 
in the heart of Argentina’s famed 
dove country.

To the west we could see the dark spine of the Sierras 
Chicas, the Little Mountains, which separate the agricultural 
heart of Cordoba from the more mountainous and greener 
country near the border of Chile. Fields of soybeans and 
millet were interrupted by towering black and white eucalyp-
tus trees and small towns with austere concrete homes. As we 
approached the lodge the farm fields gave way to low-grow-
ing thorn, the roost sites of the region’s millions of doves. By 
the time we pulled into the drive at Cordoba Lodge, the birds 
were moving. From horizon to horizon, no matter where you 
looked, there were doves.

If you ask Argentinians when dove season starts, they’ll tell 
you 26 years ago. That was when the government officially 

recognized what many farmers already knew: Doves were a 
problem, and wingshooters were the answer. In the decades 
prior to that, farmers had very few options when it came to 
controlling the exploding dove population, which expanded 

far beyond natural carrying capacity thanks to an influx of 
available food from crops. During the early to mid 20th 

century the best answer to controlling doves was for 
farmers to cover the roads with shelled corn laced with 
strychnine, a deadly and indiscriminating poison that 

killed not only millions of doves but also other birds.
Forward-thinking landowners searched for a better way to 

control doves than by saturating their land with a potent toxin 
that could leach its way into their fields and could kill their 
stock and domestic pets. The idea of charging foreign hunt-
ers to come and shoot doves took flight, and since that time 
Argentina has turned an ecological catastrophe into a thriving 
industry. Hunters responded, and since that time Argentina 
has become synonymous with the world’s finest wingshoot-
ing lodges and is the birthplace of the modern high-volume 
wingshooting adventure.

To some degree, Benelli’s inertia system helped put Cordoba 
on the map and vice-versa. High-volume wingshooting—the 
kind of stuff that would prompt hunters to fly thousands of 
miles and spend thousands of dollars—required a shotgun 
built for the task. Thousands of rounds fired at a barrel-burn-
ing pace made Cordoba the proving ground for shotguns. If 
a gun could survive a few 3,000-round days, it was a gun that 

The M3020 has a subtle humpback and a stepped rib with a red fiber-optic 
sight. It comes with three interchangeable choke tubes and stock shims.
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was truly built to last. (Most hunting and sporting guns in the 
United States won’t see that type of abuse in a lifetime.)

It was here that guns like the Benelli M2 earned their stripes, 
and the true value of the inertia system design entered the 
spotlight. And while inertia guns certainly weren’t (or aren’t) 
the only semiauto shotguns that can stand up to this type of 
abuse, lodge operators and guides valued the simplicity and 
tough-as-nails design of the inertia system. Dove lodge opera-
tors became fans of inertia guns and provided them for clients 
when they arrived in Argentina. I saw a handful of M2s in ser-
vice in Cordoba that had had countless thousands of shells run 
through their actions.

Stoeger Steps Up
Benelli took over the reins at Stoeger, and that meant 

Stoeger’s new shotguns would utilize the inertia-driven system. 
The beauty of inertia operation lies in its simple design. The 
bolt body has a rotating bolt head and includes within the bolt 
itself an inertia spring. Upon firing, the whole gun, save the 
bolt body, moves backward, and that rearward momentum 
compresses the inertia spring until it unlocks the bolt and the 
bolt body travels rearward. The empty shell is extracted and 
ejected, the recoil spring pushes the bolt body forward, and a 
new shell is swiped from the carrier on the return. In essence, 
the inertia gun’s bolt body is balanced between two springs. 

There are no gas vents to clean, and the inertia-driven design 
favors thinner forearms and lightweight guns.

I had the opportunity to go to Cordoba and field-test Stoeger’s 
3-inch inertia gun, specifically the M3020, the 20-gauge version. 
At just 5.7 pounds with a 28-inch barrel, the M3020 is a light-
weight gun by any standard, and it’s available with either a matte 
black finish or camo dips in either Realtree APG or MAX-5.

Functionally, the M3020 is very similar to other inertia guns 
from its parent company, and upon disassembly you’ll find that 
it has a bolt, a rotating bolt head, and an inertia spring design 
that is very similar to some Benelli shotguns like the Montefeltro 

MANUFACTURER
Stoeger Industries
stoegerindustries.com

TYPE Inertia-operated autoloader

GAUGE 20, 3 in.

MAGAZINE CAPACITY 5 rounds (plug removed)

BARREL 28 in. (as tested), 26 in.

OVERALL LENGTH 49.75 in. (28-in. barrel)

WEIGHT, EMPTY 5.7 lbs.

STOCK Synthetic

LENGTH OF PULL 14.25 in.

FINISH Black

SIGHTS Red fiber-optic front

TRIGGER 5.2-lb. pull (as tested)

SAFETY Crossbolt

MSRP $599

M3020

Stoeger’s M3020 utilizes an inertia-driven system with a rotating bolt 
head and an inertia spring contained within the bolt.

SANCTIFIED
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Is a Stoeger the same as a Benelli? No, but it’s not supposed 
to be. The M3020 is an affordable gun, and it wasn’t designed 
to compete with the Benelli Montefeltro. It is, however, reli-
able enough to stand up to the abuse of hunting in Cordoba’s 
dove fields, where shotguns are made or broken.

I have to tip my hat to Stoeger, a company that has man-
aged to take an ingenious and dependable shotgun system and 
offer it at a price that most hunters can afford. I doubt that 
most M3020 buyers will put over 3,000 shells through their 
new guns in three days, but it’s nice to know if you need to it 
can stand up to the test.

of Fiocchi 7/8-ounce loads. The Fiocchi primers offered no 
problem for the M3020, and I ran the gun for almost 1,000 
rounds straight in one day without a hiccup—and that’s after 
about 2,700 plastic hulls. Plus, the gun had very little time to 
cool between shots.

On the final day, the birds were coming in low and fast in 
small groups from both directions, and I spent the better part 
of two hours waving the barrel from left to right, knocking 
down a crosser in one direction, regrouping, then trying to 
catch a bird headed the opposite way. The gun got so hot that 
the red fiber-optic sight floated in a haze of heat vapors, and 
the barrel was branding-iron hot. There was not a single feed-
ing or malfunction problem the entire time, which is a true 
testament to just how far the new Stoeger guns have come in 
a few short years.

The crossbolt safety is mounted aft of the trigger, and blade-style mag-
azine release is located on the right side of the receiver. The M3020 has 
a lot of nice touches for a shotgun that sells for just $599, including sling 
attachment points on the magazine tube cap and the buttstock.

1 400 West Henry Street | Sedalia, MO 65301 | Tech support: 1-800-223-8799 | Other calls: 1-888-223-3006 /SierraBullets

Sierra MatchKings are always at 

home on the range as the ultimate 

choice for rife competitors. Known by 

champions as the world’s most accurate 

bullet, MatchKings deliver the ballistic 

performance match shooters demand. 

Ask for MatchKings at your favorite dealer. sierrabullets.com

Home on the Range
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 W
HILE MAKERS OF GOOD COMPOSITE

stocks abound in the United States, 
the king of them all is McMillan. 
Founded in the mid-1970s by Gale 
McMillan, an innovative benchrest 
shooter who got started making 
stocks for personal use before offer-
ing them to fellow competitors, the 
company is known around the globe 
for its exceptional products. Men-

tion to a rifle aficionado that you are having a custom rifle 
built on a premium composite stock and the response that 
accompanies his raised eyebrows will likely be: “McMillan? 
Or something else?”

Last year McMillan introduced a bunch of new stock varia-
tions, and this year the company has added even more. These 
stocks address the needs of riflemen ranging all the way from 
hunters to long-range benchrest competitors. Let’s take a quick 
look at what goes into a quality composite stock and then a 
closer look at my favorites.

The Makings of a Good Stock
Lest you imagine anything “plastic” when you read the word 

“composite,” it’s worth noting that proper composite stocks 
are a far cry from the flexible, temperature-sensitive injection-
molded plastic stocks marketed so blithely on most of today’s 
budget-line rifles.

Composite stocks were conceived of as an answer to the vul-
nerabilities of wood stocks—particularly, the tendency of wood 
to shrink, expand, and warp as moisture increases or decreases. 
Changes in one’s wood stock typically translate into point of 
impact changes downrange (never a good thing), which is par-
ticularly aggravating in the hunting fields where rifles can get 
soaked or parched and first shots are expected to kill cleanly.

While McMillan works primarily with fiberglass—the com-
pany’s official name is McMillan Fiberglass Stocks—many other 
space-age, fibrous materials of varying weight and stiffness are 
used by McMillan and various other stockmakers, typically in 
cloth-like form, when building premium composite stocks. In 
short, material is “hand laid” into forms, layered, saturated with 
an appropriate epoxy resin, and cured under heat and pressure 

There are a lot of good composite-stock makers 
out there, but none is better than McMillan. The 
company offers models for riflemen ranging from 
hunters to benchrest competitors.
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to bond it all together. As I understand it, fiberglass is one of 
the strongest of the appropriate materials with which to build 
a stock, but it is somewhat heavier than other materials, such 
as graphite, carbon fiber, and so forth.

After a stock is laid up in shell form, it’s completed with 
a filler. The resulting stocks are impervious even to drastic 
changes in moisture, and they shrug off the extremes of heat 
and cold that make injection-molded stocks soft and flexible 
or brittle and shatter-prone.

Light fillers, such as McMillan’s Edge fill, are often combined 
with the lightest shell materials—graphite, for instance—to pro-
duce the lightest-possible riflestocks. While ultralight stocks 
aren’t quite as robust as those built of fiberglass, they are partic-
ularly valued for use on lightweight rifles intended for mountain 
hunting and on match-grade target rifles for use in competi-
tions with a weight limit. In the latter case, a very lightweight 
stock allows more mass to be where it matters—in the barrel—
without going over weight restrictions. McMillan touts Edge 
stocks as three times stronger than wood while being up to 50 
percent lighter.

Ultralight stocks aren’t recommended for very heavy-recoil-
ing cartridges. But then, nobody really wants a 6.5-pound 
.416 Rigby anyway. Rifles chambered for heavy magnum car-
tridges, and in particular big-bore rounds meant for dangerous 
game, are better off with a standard-weight stock made of 
fiberglass and a denser, heavier fill composed of fiberglass 
throughout the fore-end and action areas and dense foam 
inside the buttstock.

Which brings me to the Remington Compact McMillan 
stock.

Remington Compact
Probably the most versatile of the new stock designs, the 

Remington Compact is actually made in the same forms as 
the extremely popular Remington Hunter’s Edge stock. The 
difference is that instead of being made of graphite and McMil-
lan’s Edge fill, it’s constructed of slightly tougher fiberglass and 
has the denser standard fill. It’s ideal for hunters who want an 
exceptionally tough stock for a heavy-recoiling cartridge but 
also handles like a magician’s wand.
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With the standard fiberglass construction and normal fill, 
the Remington Compact can be made with any of McMillan’s 
molded-in marbled or camo colors, which are the most dura-
ble of all composite-stock finishes. Since the color is added to 
the epoxy resin base for the fiberglass shell, and then either 
swirled before pouring or dabbed into the form in patches 
of varying color to form a camouflage, the color isn’t 
just skin deep like typical stock paint. Scratches and 
even gouges are invisible to the casual eye, making for 
a stock that requires very little maintenance; it can 
take a tremendous amount of abuse and stay looking 
good. Urban Spectre camo, anyone? How about Desert 
Ambush? Intriguing names, and the camo patterns are just as 
interesting. Plus, of course, the Remington Compact is avail-
able in all of McMillan’s paint colors and patterns.

With a fill weight of about 2 pounds, the Remington Com-
pact is, as you might suspect, specialized to Remington actions 
and custom actions with a Remington-like footprint. Defi-
ance, Borden, McMillan G30, Nesika, Stiller, Surgeon, and, 
of course, basically every Remington bolt action—600, 660, 
700, Model Seven, and so forth—all work. Plus, the stock can 
be inletted for Savage bolt actions, as long as they are of sin-
gle-shot or blind magazine configuration.

I’ve had a Remington donor action squirreled away for 
some time now, awaiting the proper moment to turn it into 
a custom .35 Whelen. I was teetering on the edge already, so 
the tough new fiberglass Remington Compact stock gave me 
just the push I needed to get the project underway. A conver-
sation with McMillan’s Dick Davis resulted in an order for a 
stock with a pair of flush-fit QD cups for sling-swivel studs 
and a standard fore-end stud to allow me to attach a bipod.

To complete the build, I ordered a #3 contour Benchmark 
barrel, a Timney Calvin Elite match-grade trigger, and Pacific 
Tool’s streamlined bottom metal. As the parts trickled in, I 
shipped them off to the wizards at Hill Country Rifles who 
worked their magic and returned the rifle to me with the action 
trued, the barrel mounted and chambered to perfection, and 
the whole of it pillar- and glass-bedded into the Remington 

Compact stock. A protective finish of Sniper Grey Cerakote 
complements the three-color granite tan paint of the stock.

With a 22-inch barrel, the finished custom .35 Whelen has 
a lovely, between-the-hands balance, and the slender ergo-
nomics of the Remington Compact stock make it shoulder 

and point almost like a good shotgun. Heavy Nosler Par-
titions cluster shoulder to shoulder on 100-yard targets. 

Now, I just have to get into the elk woods with it.
List price for the inletted McMillan Remington 

Compact stock with Pachmayr Decelerator recoil 
pad is $537.

COMPOSITE STOCK KING

Remington Safari
If your future holds an encounter with something toothy 

and uncivilized—and you’re not the type to insist on AAA-
grade walnut on your dangerous-game rifle—this stock is 
for you. It’s engineered to offer the nuances that make for a 
particularly capable Big Five safari rifle: a comb height that’s 
perfect for use with a low-magnification scope mounted close 
to the barrel; 0.38 inch of cast in the stock and just the right 
amount of drop at the heel to help it mount smoothly and 
point where you’re looking; and a drop-bottom designed to 
work with increased-capacity magazine boxes, providing an 
extra round on tap in case a hunt gets western. And good news 
for southpaws: It’s available in left-hand versions, putting an 
end to your search for a composite-type, dangerous-game 
stock that really fits you.

As I understand it, this stock style has been available for 
quite some time inletted for Winchester Model 70 and similar 
controlled-feed actions popular in dangerous-game calibers. 
With the addition of the Remington Safari variation, all you 
Model 700 lovers have a purpose-designed stock suitable for 
building your ultimate big-game gun.

Fill weight is somewhere north of 2 pounds, and overall 
length runs 31 inches, unless, of course, you order a custom 
length of pull. The barrel channel will accept up to a #5 con-
tour barrel, and the fore-end itself is 1.72 inches wide. All 
paint colors, marbled finishes, and molded-in camo colors are 
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available, plus you can order fixed sling loops, flush-mounted 
QD sling cups, and a few other niceties. As with the Reming-
ton Compact stock already discussed, the action is suitable 
for Borden, Defiance, Stiller, and other Remington-footprint 
actions in addition to their parent design.

The price for a fully inletted drop-in stock fitted with a 
Pachmayr Decelerator pad is $537.

Tactical Hunter
While the term “tactical hunter” may grate on one’s nerves 

because of the possible connotations, hunting does indeed 
involve various tactics, and selecting a stock that helps you 
shoot your rifle better is a worthy one.

As McMillan puts it, the Tactical Hunter is a hybrid of 
stock designs from the hunting line and the precision tactical 
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Hidden in Plain Sight.

Make every room your “safe room” with dis-

creet home defense solutions by TacticalWalls. 

Designed to inconspicuously blend-in with the 

décor of your home, yet provide lightning-quick 

access when needed. TacticalWalls offers a full 

range of concealed storage options for every 

room in the house. Select models now available 

with RFID locking technology.

TacticalWalls.com

Three
Rifles

Eight
Handguns

Ten
Knives

Protection



Super 50 BR
For benchrest shooters who reach 

way beyond the distances common to 
mere mortals like me, McMillan’s new 
Super 50 BR stock has features that will 
help keep faraway groups to minimum 
size. Specifically, a “shoe” machined 
from aluminum graces the bottom of 
the fore-end and another the bottom 
of the buttstock. Both are aligned true 
to each other and to the line of the 
action, making for predictable, consis-
tent recoil.

A “light” version of this stock weighs 
in at about 9 pounds and a “heavy” ver-
sion at about 18 pounds. 

Like the other stocks reviewed in this 
article, the Super 50 BR is available in 
all colors and paint finishes offered by 
McMillan. These are the Formula One 
cars of the riflestock industry, and, hey, 
they deserve some racy coloring like the 
hot blue of my sample.

Specifications indicate the stock itself 
is about 44 inches long, and the fore-
end is almost 21 inches long ahead of 
the action. Plus, each side mirrors the 
other, making it ambidextrous. Just 
order it inletted for right hand or left 
hand, according to your preference.

Fully inletted, the McMillan Super 
50 BR benchrest riflestock retails for 
$1,200.
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THIS YEAR MARKS WALTHER’S 130TH ANNIVERSARY, SO THAT MEANS THE

famous German company has been making quality guns for a very long 

time. The Walther PPS was first introduced in 2007, designed for plain-

clothes law enforcement and legal concealed carry by civilians. Late last 

fall Walther revised the PPS, and the new version is called the PPS M2.

Like the original PPS, the new PPS M2 is a striker-fired pistol chambered 

for 9mm and .40 S&W with a slim polymer frame. As such, it uses a single-

stack magazine, with a capacity of six, seven, or eight rounds in 9mm and 

five, six, or seven rounds in .40 S&W. That’s because different styles 

of magazines have different capacities. There’s a flat magazine, 

a mid-length magazine, and a large magazine. My pistol came 

with one flat magazine and one large magazine.

The 9mm PPS M2 I used for this report weighs 21 ounces and 

measures 6.3 inches long, 4.4 inches tall (with the flat mag-

azine), and 1 inch thick. The suggested retail price is $469.

The PPS M2 has a 3.18-inch barrel with a loaded chamber 

indicator cutout in the top of the chamber. (Walther calls it 

a “viewport.”) Unlike other subcompact polymer-frame pis-

tols, the PPS M2 has a steel feedramp set into the frame. The 

barrel has a very short ramp that mates to the frame’s steel 

ramp, and both are smooth and polished. There’s an external 

extractor and wide cocking serrations on the front and the rear 

of the slide. The original PPS had serrations at the rear only. The 

pistol has dual recoil springs in a captured assembly.

The new PPS M2 features a push-
button-style magazine release, a 
restyled frame, a short-reset trig-
ger, and cocking serrations on the 
front and rear of the slide.
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The PPS M2 is easy to shoot accurately, and although 

the trigger pull is a bit heavy, it doesn’t feel heavy. The 

pistol points very naturally, so making hits on my swing-

ing steel plate at self-defense distances was easy. And the 

cross-directional texturing on the grip frame is effective at 

keeping the pistol secure in the hand during firing.

Shooting from a sandbag benchrest at 25 yards, the PPS 

M2 averaged 4.45 inches overall for three, five-shot groups 

with five different 9mm factory loads. At 3.98 inches, my 

best accuracy came with Barnes 115-grain TAC-XPD ammo.

As for accessories, Walther sells extra magazines and 

holsters for the PPS made by several well-known holster 

companies, including CrossBreed and Galco.

   UF   UR R
W           
           ... 

    S   k  -         . .    

    B R 9  

    Z            6, 7, 8  .    

B RR  3.18   .

OV R          6.3   .

W D  1.0   .

      4.4   .                     

W     ,      21 . .

 R  S I         . p. y         

F   S M     b  .k T      

S    S T    - .   y    

 R    R 7.5- b. p               

S F   T            y

 SR $469

PPS  2

When cocked, the rear of the striker is visible at the back 

of the slide. As you squeeze the trigger, it protrudes slightly 

from the frame.

The original PPS had a paddle-style magazine release 

lever that was incorporated into the trigger guard. The 

new PPS M2 has a magazine release button located on the 

grip frame in the classic Model 1911 style. 

However, it’s rectangular in shape rather 

than round. I much prefer the new style 

of magazine release, but that’s a personal 

preference.

The original PPS had a one-slot acces-

sory rail integral to the polymer frame. The 

restyled PPS M2’s frame is sleek and slim 

and does not have the accessory rail.

Sights are of the three-dot variety. The 

rear sight is drift adjustable for windage.

The trigger has a short reset. Walther 

rates it at 0.2 inch of travel. The trigger pull 

on my sample averaged 7.5 pounds.

25- D.

V  .  .S. S.D.    .

   U    O (F S) (F S) (F S) (  .)

9mm

B      115-  . T C-XPD 1046 33 12 3.98

HSM 115-  . XTP 1198 21 11 4.33

HPR 124-  . JHP 957 12 5 4.68

H.    y 135-  . F  xL..k +P 1056 25 10 4.50

SIG S UER 147-  . JHP 953 17 6 4.75

 O  S: Accuracy is the average of three, five-shot groups fired from a sandbag benchrest. 
Velocity is the average of five rounds measured 12 feet from the gun’s muzzle.

WALTHER PPS  2 ACCURACY & VELOCITY
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WE VER’    NE  F GR ND      R F E C  E  H   BEEN  R  ND F R

a little more than 15 years now, and the brand has established itself as 

being some of the finest scopes ever to wear the Weaver name. The very 

first Grand Slams offered excellent quality and performance at reasonable 

prices, and the newest offerings do too. The new-for-2016 Grand Slam 

4-16X 44mm MultiStop scope has been modified and updated.

The 4-16X 44mm MultiStop scope features a four-times magnification 

range; precision-ground, fully multicoated lenses; one-piece, 1-inch tube 

construction; argon purging; the improved Micro-Trac erector system; and 

a brand-new MultiStop turret system. It also has side-focus parallax adjust-

ment and a custom aluminum lens cap with heads-up reference card for 

bullet drop and windage corrections.

The MultiStop turret system lets the user build a custom ballistic turret and 

then reconfigure it for different loads and firearms. The system is designed 

to provide shooters with quick-reference turret stops to ensure accuracy 

and eliminate holdover. Color-coded bands on the turret can be adjusted 

to match any load. Simply turn the turret to the colored band that corre-

sponds to the correct distance, hold dead-on, and 

squeeze the trigger. The custom lens cap provides a 

heads-up range/color reference card for fast turret 

stop selection. Users can set up their scope by visit-

ing the ballistic calculator at Weaver’s website (listed 

below) and print out a custom dope sheet. Then just 

place the sheet in the custom lens cap, and you’ll 

have all of your distances at a glance.

The scope’s windage and elevation adjustments 

are specced at 1/4 MOA clicks, not 1/4 inch at 100 

yards. Since 1 MOA actually equals 1.047 inches at 

100 yards, each click equals 0.262 inch at 100 yards.

On the outside, the Grand Slam 4-16X 44mm Mul-

tiStop scope has an ergonomically shaped ocular 

lens housing, which rotates to change the magnifi-

cation setting. The housing is shaped to fit the hand, 

and power settings are clearly marked with easy-to-

read numbers.

  R : $1,215.45

weaveroptics.com

GR ND                44166 44  

   U    U   
Weaver
weaveroptics.com

             4-16X

 BJ            

        
44mm

 UB          1 in.

 Y        3.50 in.

             
7.8 to 23.4 ft. @
100 yds.

  JU             0.25 MOA

           

  JU            
20 MOA

         

  JU            
20 MOA

     H 12.0 in.

    H 17.2 oz.

     H Matte black

   P $1,215.45



573-565-3261 • www.edbrown.com

Suppressor Ready

 Tactical Perfection
• Engineered for performance.

• Precision machined in America. 

• Hand-crafted to perfection.

Special Forces SR
Chainlink III

Lightrail Frame

Suppressor Ready Barrel

Trijicon RMR® Sight

Blended Magwell



YOU MIGHT THINK THE LEAD PHOTO ACCOMPANYING THIS QUICK SHOT

isn’t very interesting. I grant you, a few plastic rods and a roll of fabric don’t 

look like much. But these rods can make a big difference inside your gun safe.

The Gun Storage Solutions Rifle Rods storage system allows you to increase 

the capacity of your safe substantially. You can condense long guns into 

a fraction of the space and still access them easily. And you can use the 

system in gun safes, gun cabinets, or anywhere else you store your firearms.

Here’s how the system works:

Remove the standard long gun racks in your safe. 

Attach the loop fabric to the underside of your safe’s shelf. 

Insert a plastic Rifle Rod into the muzzle of your long gun. 

Position the long gun in your safe. 

Push the textured button end of the rod up and into contact with the 

loop fabric. 

Secured as such, the Rifle Rod holds your long gun steady and stable.

According to Gun Storage Solutions spokesmen, on average, you can 

store 50 percent more long guns in your existing safe. In some cases, 

capacity can be increased 100 percent. The system works with rifles with 

scopes mounted on them as well as with nonscoped rifles. It works with 

tactical long guns, combination guns, and shotguns. The system allows 

easy access to all guns, depending on how you arrange them. The Rifle 

Rods are made in the U.S.A.

Gun Storage Solutions also offers other innovative firearms products, 

including handgun stands, handgun hangers, gun cradles, and magazine-

holding magnets.

For more information, visit the company’s website listed at the bottom 

of this page.

MSRP: $39.95 (10 Rods and 19x15-inch loop fabric);

$19.95 (Rifle Rods 6-pack)

storemoreguns.com
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IF YOU’RE A GENUINE RIFLE LOVER, YOU ARE

living in the best of times. This is true in several ways, 
but the one I have in mind is the opportunity to pick 
up seriously nice rifles at bargain-basement prices. 
I’m talking about custom rifles from years past that 
are finding their way onto the market in increasing 
numbers. The guys who had them built are leaving 
the scene, and their collections are being sold off.

One Example
It’s an odd situation, best illustrated with an exam-

ple. Last fall I spotted on GunBroker.com a custom 
rifle from the 1970s, built on a Mauser action, cham-
bered in .250-3000. There isn’t a gunmaker’s name 
on it anywhere, and there were no other bidders. I 
bought it for $1,330, delivered. It has an interme-
diate-length Oberndorf military action and a very 
pretty walnut stock. In ballpark figures, if I wanted 
to create that same rifle today, the parts alone (action, 
barrel, stock blank, steel furniture, iron sights) would 
cost at least $3,000 and up to $7,000 more for gun-
smithing, depending on stocking requirements.

In a similar situation, a friend of mine bought a 
rifle he believes was made by Dave Talley (metal) and 
Jere Eggleston (stock) and paid only slightly more 
than I did. Again, no name on it, but their work is 
like a signature.

Such rifles appeal to shooters who know enough 
to appreciate fine workmanship when they see and 
feel it and don’t depend on name alone. As a rule of 
thumb, anyone investing $10,000 in a custom rifle 
today would be lucky to sell it for half that price, and 
many are going for much less still. This makes new 
custom rifles a poor financial investment but used 
custom rifles the bargain of the century.

The only thing I didn’t like about my .250-3000 
was its lack of a three-position safety. The trigger 
was good, but it incorporated a trigger safety. There 
was no way to lock the bolt closed for carrying and 
climbing, which is critical in a rifle for real hunting.

In the 1980s, when I first had such an operation 
carried out, it cost me upwards of $1,000 for a new 
bolt shroud, trigger, and gunsmithing. This time, I 

This no-name custom rifle was built on an intermediate-length 
Oberndorf military action and fitted with an FN-style after-
market shroud and trigger with integral safety. Terry had it 
replaced with a Model 70-style safety made for the Mauser 
98 by Paul Dressel and a Gentry shroud with a three-position 
wing safety available from Brownells.



was able to get a beautiful Gentry bolt shroud from 
Brownells, along with a Model 70-style trigger made 
for the Mauser 98 by Paul Dressel. Both were fitted, 
in a single afternoon, by my Mauser-loving gunsmith, 
Eric Olson. He charged me $60 for the work. Over-
all, it cost less than half what I paid 30 years ago!

By the way, my .250-3000 Mauser rifle is very accu-
rate, reliably plunking five shots into an inch or so 
at 100 yards. A month after I had the work done, 
I took the rifle to the Chinati Mountains of West 
Texas to hunt aoudad. There are higher mountains, 
and steeper mountains, but I don’t know of any more 
treacherous mountains. I took one bad fall, the rifle 
gathered some scars, but the bolt stayed closed. When 
the time came, at 285 yards, it shredded the heart of 
a tough, old aoudad.

A Good Situation
For about 25 years, I had pondered having a custom 

rifle built in .250-3000, and I even got started on it 
a couple of times. Various things interfered, and it 
never came to pass. Then, out of nowhere and for 
a fraction of the price I would expect to pay, here 

was a very nice custom rifle, almost exactly the way 
I would have ordered it.

The custom-rifle market based on sporterizing 
Mauser 98s, which flourished during the latter half 
of the 20th century, has pretty much wound down. 
Over the next few years, though, custom rifles from 
the 1970s, ’80s, and ’90s will continue to flow into 
the market. We might not have been able to afford 
them then, but we sure can now.

It is, indeed, the best of times.

MOAR™ 

THIS IS NO COUNTRY FOR AMATEURS.

336 Hazen Lane, Orofino, ID 83544  n  208.476.9814  n  Learn more at NightforceOptics.com

IHR™ IHR™™

Since 1992, Nightforce NXS™ 

riflescopes have been proven in 

conditions that would make 

most riflescopes beg for mercy.  

Their superb optics and  

virtually indestructible  

construction have served the  

U.S. military, professional  

shooters and extreme  

hunters the world over.  

If you haven’t experienced  

the joys of an NXS™, this  

would be an excellent time  

to see what you’ve been missing.

NXS™ 2.5-10 x 42

NXSNXS™™ 3.5-15 3.5-15 x 50x 50

NXS™ 5.5-22 x 50/56

Nightforce NXS™ riflescopes are also available in  

1-4 x 24, 2.5-10 x 32 and 8-32 x 56 configurations.
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College Mascot
After seeing Frank “Pistol Pete” Eaton ride a horse in the 1923 Armistice Day parade in 

Stillwater, Oklahoma, a group of Oklahoma A&M College (now Oklahoma State University) 

students decided he would be a suitable mascot for the school. It took 35 years, but in 1958 

“Pistol Pete” was adopted as the school’s mascot, and in 1984 his image was sanctioned by 

the university as a licensed symbol. The University of Wyoming and New Mexico State Uni-

versity have since used variations of OSU’s artwork as logos for their schools.

See all the Windham Weaponry

Rifles and Accessories at:

See all the Windham Weaponry

Rifles and Accessories at:

www.windhamweaponry.com
or call Toll Free: 1-855-808-1888

Made In

The U.S.A.

Accuracy

Reliability

Quality

Accuracy

Reliability



LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.
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SUPER COUPON

20%
OFFANY 

SINGLE 
ITEM

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.   Save 20% on any 1 item 
purchased. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or any 
of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club membership, 
extended service plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day parking lot sale 
item, compressors, fl oor jacks, saw mills,   storage cabinets, chests 
or carts, trailers, trenchers, welders, Admiral, Badland, CoverPro, 
Daytona, Diablo, Franklin, Hercules, Holt, Jupiter, Predator,  Stik-Tek, 
StormCat, Union, Vanguard, Viking.  Not valid on prior purchases. Non-
transferable. Original coupon must be presented.  Valid through 9/24/16. 

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

• 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

• Over 30 Million Satisfi ed Customers

• HarborFreight.com

• 800-423-2567

• No Hassle Return Policy

• Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOWSUPER 
COUPON

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 
purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 
Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 
presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior 
purchase. Coupon good at our stores, HarborFreight.com or by 
calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping 
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-
transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 
9/24/16. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

How Does Harbor Freight 
Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?

We have invested millions 
of dollars in our own 
state-of-the-art quality test 
labs and millions more in 
our factories, so our tools 
will go toe-to-toe with the 
top professional brands. 
And we can sell them for a 
fraction of the price because 
we cut out the middle man 
and pass the savings on to 
you. It’s just that simple! 
Come visit one of our 
600+ Stores Nationwide.

600+ Stores
Nationwide
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LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

comp at

$119 .99 

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON

ALUMINUM RACING JACK

• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 

Most Vehicles

• Weighs 34 lbs.

 LOT  69252/62160

62496/62516/68053

60569 shown
SAVE 

$60

$5999
$8999 8999

comp at $14.99

$499 

SAVE 
66%

SAVE 
75%

SAVE 
60%

AMMO BOX

LOT 63135
61451 shown

SAVE 
$230

SAVE 
$433

SAVE 
$228

SAVE 
$70

SAVE 
$78

SAVE 
$180

$11999
comp at $349.99

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

LOT 95659 shown
61634/61952

• 580 lb. 
capacity

SAVE 
NOW

 8" HUNTING KNIFE 
WITH SURVIVAL KIT 

LOT 61733 
90714 shown

$799 

SAVE 
$79

$11999 comp at 
$199

10 FT. x 20 FT. PORTABLE 
CAR CANOPY

LOT 60728
62858/63054
69034 shown
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7 FUNCTION 

DIGITAL 

MULTIMETER
LOT 90899 shown

98025/69096

VALUE

$15

comp at $752 .99 

comp at 
$29 .99 

$31999 

12,000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH REMOTE CONTROL AND 

AUTOMATIC BRAKE
LOT   61256/60813

61889/68142 shown

$1499 comp at 
$59.97

LOT 5889/62281/61637 shown

 29 PIECE TITANIUM 
NITRIDE COATED
HIGH SPEED 
STEEL DRILL BIT SET 

1.51 CUBIC FT. 
SOLID STEEL 
DIGITAL FLOOR SAFE

$9999
$12999 12999 

comp at $279. 99 

$1199 

 TORQUE WRENCH ES

YOUR CHOICE

• Accuracy 
within ±4%

DRIVE LOT 

1/4 2696/61277

3/8 807/61276

1/2 239/62431

6.5 HP  (212 CC) OHV
HORIZONTAL SHAFT 

GAS ENGINES  

$9999 
comp at $328

LOT 68121/69727 shown
CALIFORNIA ONLY

LOT   60363/69730  

900 PEAK/
700 RUNNING WATTS 
2 HP (63 CC) 2 CYCLE
 GAS RECREATIONAL 

GENERATOR
LOT  60338

69381 shown 

$8999 
comp at $168.97

20-60 x 60mm 
SPOTTING SCOPE 

WITH TRIPOD

$3999 comp at 
$109 .99 

LOT 62774/94555 shown

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

$15991
$17999 17999

comp at $499

2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 

125 PSI VERTICAL

AIR COMPRESSOR

LOT   69091/61454/61693

62803/67847 shown

SAVE 
$339

LIMIT 7 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 

800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount or coupon or prior 

purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. 

Offer good while supplies last. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be 

presented. Valid through 9/24/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

$1199
$1499 $1499

comp at

$20.26

SAVE 
40% LOT  95578

69645 

60625 shown

 4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER

LOT 61565/62678
62977/91006 shown

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Customer Rating

Item 239 
shown

Customer Rating
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Frank “Pistol 
Pete” Eaton 

was a cowboy, 
a lawman, a 

master of the 
quick draw, and 

an excellent 
marksman.

Continued on Page 78

SHOOTER’S SHOWCASE

HIPSHOTSGUNSMOKE

WHEN I WAS GROWING UP IN THE 1970S, I WAS

a fan of “Pistol Pete” Maravich (1947–1988), the 
famous pro basketball player. Some of you undoubt-
edly recognize his name. Well, there’s another 
famous “Pistol Pete” who was born almost 
90 years before Maravich. He was Frank 
“Pistol Pete” Eaton. Eaton (1860–1958) was 
a cowboy, a scout, an Old West lawman, and 
a writer. He was a master of the quick draw 
and an outstanding marksman. (It’s said that 
he could throw a coin in the air, draw, and shoot it 
before it hit the ground.) A common saying was cre-
ated because of his shooting skills, and his unrelenting 
pursuit of his father’s killers is legendary.

Eaton was born in Hartford, Connecticut, but 
moved with his family to Twin Mound, Kansas, in 
1868. Soon thereafter, his father was shot and killed 

by six former Confederate soldiers. After the incident, 
family friend Mose Beaman told the young Eaton, 
“My boy, may an old man’s curse rest upon you if you 

do not try to avenge your father.” That same year, 
Beaman taught him to handle a gun.

According to my sources, Eaton visited Fort 
Gibson, Oklahoma, at the age of 15 to get 
more practice in handling a gun. While there, 

he outshot everyone at the fort, even the caval-
ry’s best marksmen. Because of that, the colonel 

of the fort gave Eaton his nickname, and from that 
day on he was known as “Pistol Pete.”

Avenging Son
Two years later, Pistol Pete was serving as a Deputy 

U.S. Marshal under Judge Isaac C. Parker, who was 
known as the “Hanging Judge,” and by his own 



LOCK-N-LOAD®

BUSHING SYSTEM

Incorporating our  patented 

Lock-N-Load® bushing system, 

change overs are lightning fast.

AUTOMATIC PRIMING SYSTEM

The gravity fed Automatic Priming System (sold separately 

or with the Kit) helps increase reloading efficiency by 

allowing more processes to happen simultaneously.

Representing the next evolution in single stage press technology, the Lock-N-Load®

Iron Press™ is built to be the heaviest, most rigid press in its class. Tight tolerances 

in manufacture and assembly combine to provide consistency and precision that will 

deliver match accurate ammunition, round-after-round, year-after-year.

SUPERIOR STRENGTH

Industry leading strength and

further ease of use comes from 

the spring assist 1-1/8” solid 

steel ram and ambidextrous handle.

Pictured with accessories from the Iron Press™ Kit.

 Dies and cartridge components sold separately.800.338.3220 | HORNADY.COM

ACCESSORY DECK

Provides quick access to trays for bullets or cases, 

and storage for chamfer and deburr tools, case neck 

brushes, primer pocket cleaners and more.

PATENTED SHELL 

HOLDER PLATFORM

Allows users to deprime, pause and 

remove the case to chamfer and deburr, 

then easily replace the case to prime.
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ECHO

T HE W OR L DS MOS T INNO VAT I V E DIR E C T V IE W T HE R M A L SIGH T.

IN T RODUCING SIG SAUER ELECTRO-OPTICS

The ECHO1™ Digital Thermal Imaging Reflex Sight from SIG SAUER® is the most 

innovative direct view thermal sight in the world. Based on the newest generation 

of thermal imaging sensors, the 1x – 2x zoom digital sight provides for day or night 

time predator and hog hunting, while functioning similar to a conventional reflex sight 

using both eyes open for fast and intuitive target acquisition with greatly improved sit-

uational awareness. The ECHO1 has six different display modes, including White Hot and 

Black Hot, to enhance the display for optimal thermal image contrast. The sight is also 

perfect for home defense, Law enforcement, military, and search and rescue situations.

CONQUER THE NIGHT WITH THE REVOLUTIONARY ECHO1™ THERMAL REFLEX SIGHT.

SEE THE FULL LINE AT SIGOPTICS.COM

SIG SAUER ELECTRO-OPTICS, PORTLAND, OREGON, USA
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innovative direct view thermal sight in the world. Based on the newest generation 

digital sight provides for day or night 
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ECHO1ª

Zoom Thermal Reflex Sight

RETICLES (Additional reticles will be available for download at sigoptics.com)


